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MORE FAKE NEWS
FROM not-only THE VINDICTIVE
HOLOCAUST FABRICATORS/LIARS

THIS IS HOW THEY
DO IT!
The Aggressors accuse the Accused of doing what the Aggressors are doing to the Accused.
*
Germans are blamed for war crimes while Allies’ war crimes never happened!
*
Feudal Times?
You need permission from the Landlord to complain about the Landlord’s unjust behaviour
towards you.
*

Alison Chablos sings about the Holocaust Liars and what happened? The protectors of the
Jewish Holocaust lies are offended. The legal message is that HOLOCAUST LIARS are legally
permitted to defame the Germans and other peoples with their HOLOCAUST LIES.
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((( Survivors )))
*

My name is Irene Zisblatt, and I come from Hungary.
Can you believe what evil Nazi bastards did to me?
They gassed me once, they gassed me twice,
But escape I did! Over the electric fence,
Landed on the train.
I saw them taking babies and tearing them in two.
And creepy Dr Mengele, he removed my tattoo.
They tried to turn my brown eyes blue,
Make lampshades from my skin.
For months I swallowed diamonds,
And shat them out again.
*
Tell us another,
Come on, my brother,
Repeat the cover,
For tribal gain.
Safe in our tower,
Now is the hour,
Money and power!
We have no shame.
Let's lie and cheat on film,
No one suspects a thing.
Bigger the lie, is better for us!
Every fake survivor,
Every fake survivor's laughing,
Fake survivors' tongues are wagging,
All us frauds are busy blagging.
Spin and yarn, there'll be no gagging.
You shall pay! All the way!
Every night and day!
*
My name is Elie Wiesel, may I show you my tattoo?
Ouh … Where’s it gone?
I wrote a book for US kids to study while at school.
It's full of nonsense tales of course,
What do you all expect?
But it made me very wealthy.
As a liar I'm the best!
At Auschwitz they burned babies tho’ the water table's high.
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Fred Leuchter's work on ditches … well, it almost made me cry.
Treblinka was another one,
There was no funeral pyre.
I cannot speak Hungarian,
But oh boy can I lie!
*
History repeats itself!
No limit to our wealth.
Thanks to your debt, we're
Bleeding you dry.
We control your media.
Control of your books and TV.
With the daily lies we feed you.
Suffering victimisation,
Sheeple have no realisation.
You shall pay...
*
My name is Otto Frank, and my daughter's name is Anne.
The poor girl died of typhus at Bergen-Belsen camp.
She wrote an Introduction
To her famous diary.
The rest was penned by Levin, then publishèd by me.
Two thousand and sixteen, the copyright came to an end.
The Anne Frank Trust decided once again the rules to bend.
We truly had no choice, although
The whole thing really stank.
But the book now has two authors: Anne and Otto Frank!
*
Bank notes, let's print some more!
We love to see you poor.
Let's start a war,
Our pockets to line.
There is no more doubting,
Every nations debt is mounting,
While the bankers keep on counting.
Pension fund has now gone AWOL,
Nothing left upon your table
You shall pay…
*
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQ3vrag7dL0
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Scuffles break out after YouTube star
is found guilty of denying Holocaust
Martine Berg OlsenFriday 25 May 2018 2:25 pm

A scuffle started outside Westminster Magistrates’ Court,
London, where Alison Chabloz was found guilty of posting
anti-Semitic songs online (Picture: PA)

Scuffles broke out outside a court where a YouTube star
who denied the Holocaust in her pop songs was convicted
of creating ‘grossly offensive’ material.
Alison Chabloz, 53, who mocked Holocaust survivors and
described Auschwitz as a ‘theme park’, is due to be
sentenced on 14 June for making three anti-Semitic
songs and posting them on YouTube in September 2016.
Protesters lined up outside Westminster Magistrates’
Court in London as a smiling Chabloz left around
lunchtime on Friday.
A Jewish activist holding a Israeli flag was involved in
several heated arguments before he was pictured
pushing a Chabloz supporter.
A court officer intervened before police arrived to keep
the peace.

Pictures shows a Jewish activist confronting a Chabloz’s
supporter outside the court. (Picture: Brais G Rouco/
Central News)

Alison Chabloz is due to be sentenced in June (Pic: PA)

Earlier, one protesters could be heard shouting ‘shame’
while another one yelled ‘justice’ from the public gallery
after the guilty verdict was announced.
District Judge John Zani told an emotionless Chabloz: ‘I
am entirely satisfied that the material was grossly
offensive and that Alison Chabloz intended to insult those
who were referenced in the songs.’
She was found guilty of three counts of improper use of a
public electronic communications network which are
described in the charges as ‘grossly offensive, indecent
or obscene.’
Two of the songs, one called (((Survivors))), and another
called ‘Nemo’s Anti-Semitic Universe’ were performed at
a conference at the Grosvenor Hotel in London hosted by
a group called The London Forum.
On her personal blog she posted links to the 44-minute
video of the two songs.
The London Forum describes itself as ‘a conference group
for
nationalists,
identitarians,
thinkers
and
commentators’.

The angry scenes were caught on camera (Picture: PA)
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People lined up to protest and support Chabloz (Pic: PA)

She also posted a video of a third song directly onto
YouTube entitled ‘I like the story as it is – SATIRE’ which
she performs with a guitar in front of a microphone.
She was represented by barrister Adrian Davies, who
also represented Holocaust denier David Irving at the
court of appeal in 2001 and was formerly a chairman of
the British Democratic Party.
The case was originally brought by a private prosecution
by charity Campaign Against Anti-Semitism but was
taken up by the Crown Prosecution Service after
previously refusing to take the case.
https://metro.co.uk/2018/05/25/scufflesbreakyoutubestar-found-guilty-denying-holocaust-7577981/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Alison Chabloz case:
The Judge’s damning verdict
Judge says singer’s work was ‘designed to spitefully offend in as grotesque
manner’ as she’s convicted of three charges
By Jenni Frazer May 25, 2018, 2:37 pm

Blogger Alison Chabloz leaves Westminster Magistrates'
Court, London, Photo credit: Victoria Jones/PA Wire

Westminster District Judge John Zani ruled on Friday that
Alison Chabloz’s “apology” for those she may have
offended was “neither convincing or genuine”.
The judge said that Chabloz’s songs “appear to have
been designed to spitefully offend others in as grotesque
and unpleasant a manner as she felt able to achieve”.
He said that she had failed to show “any real remorse
for, or appreciation of, the offence that this court finds
will have undoubtedly been caused to others”, and that
she “remained defiant that her right to free speech
trumps all else and that any attempt to curtail her right
would be quite wrong”.
But although the judge said that freedom of expression,
particularly artistic freedom, was “an important freedom
to uphold”, it was “this court’s opinion that certain
historical events affecting members of the Jewish
community as well as comments made of certain
selected Jewish individuals (the defendant has here
focused on Elie Wiesel, Otto Frank and Irene Zisblatt)
have been deliberately portrayed in a way that members
of an open and multi-cultural society would find
particularly insulting, upsetting and disrespectful”.
He said that Chabloz had “failed, by some considerable
margin, to persuade this court that her right to freedom
of speech… can properly provide her with immunity from

prosecution in relation to each of the songs complained
of”. Judge Zani said he was entirely satisfied of Chabloz’s
intention to “insult those to whom the material relates”.
Reacting to the verdict, Gideon Falter, chairman of the
Campaign Against Antisemitism, who brought the original
private prosecution against Chabloz before the CPS
agreed to take on the case, said: “Alison Chabloz has
dedicated herself over the course of years to inciting
others to hate Jews, principally by claiming that the
Holocaust was a hoax perpetrated by Jews to defraud the
world. She is now a convicted criminal This verdict sends
a strong message that in Britain, Holocaust denial and
antisemitic conspiracy theories will not be tolerated”.
A clue to Chabloz’s motivation for writing the songs is
buried in the judge’s ruling. He wrote: “Ms Chabloz also
blames others (unspecified) for the fact that she lost an
earlier job on a cruise ship and, have considered her
evidence in some detail, this court considers that it is not
unreasonable to infer that her actions may be driven by
her as some sort of revenge for the said loss of job”.
Chabloz later acknowledged that she had been fired from
the Aida Cruise line, which had Jewish owners, after she
had posted an anti-Israel tweet, which she denied was
antisemitic. She had written the songs in response, she
said.
Outside the court, after the verdict — and before
sentencing, which has been delayed — Jews clashed with
Chabloz supporters and an ugly shouting match ensued.
One Jewish observer said the supporters were “Nazi pigs”
and said that he had lost his entire family in Treblinka.
Another Jewish man, believed to be a boxer, wrapped
himself in an Israeli flag and exchanged insults in a
rapidly escalating argument with the Chabloz supporters,
until police arrived and cleared the area.
The Judge agreed to CPS request for a nighttime curfew
at her home, and electronic monitoring to enforce it.
http://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/alisonchablozcase-the-judges-damning-verdict/

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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YouTuber Alison Chabloz guilty over
anti-Semitic songs
25 May 2018

Alison Chabloz had claimed the prosecution was an attempt to limit her free speech
- Image copyright Jonathan Brady/ PA

A blogger has been found guilty of broadcasting antiSemitic songs on YouTube.
Alison Chabloz, 54, from Glossop, Derbyshire, wrote and
performed three songs about Nazi persecution, including
one about the young diarist Anne Frank.
Chabloz claimed the Holocaust was "a bunch of lies" and
referred to Auschwitz as a "theme park".
She was warned she may be jailed at her sentencing on
14 June. There was scuffle outside court.

Chabloz was released on bail on the condition she was
placed on a night curfew at her home and does not leave
England and Wales.
When Chabloz left court there was a scuffle and heated
arguments outside, before police arrived to keep the
peace.

Image copyright PA - Police arrived to keep the peace
after a scuffle outside court

Image copyright PA - There were several heated
arguments outside court

Chabloz was convicted of two counts of sending an
offensive, indecent or menacing message through a
public communications network.
She was further convicted of a third charge relating to a
song on YouTube.
District Judge John Zani, sitting at Westminster
Magistrates' Court, said the offences were serious and
"the custody threshold may well have been passed."
When the verdict was given supporters of Chabloz
shouted "shame" from the public gallery.

The Campaign Against Anti-Semitism initially brought a
private prosecution against Chabloz, before the Crown
Prosecution Service took over.
Gideon Falter, the group's chairman, said: "Alison
Chabloz has dedicated herself over the course of years to
inciting others to hate Jews, principally by claiming that
the Holocaust was a hoax perpetrated by Jews to defraud
the world.
"She is now a convicted criminal. This verdict sends a
strong message that in Britain Holocaust denial and antiSemitic conspiracy theories will not be tolerated."
A CPS spokesman said it first became aware of the
private prosecution in December 2016 when Alison
Chabloz's solicitors asked the CPS to take it over and
stop it.
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However, in 2017, the CPS determined the case should
continue and Alison Chabloz was prosecuted.
Image copyright YouTube Image caption Alison Chabloz
previously told the court she wanted put across her
"political, artistic, creative point"
Chabloz, who describes herself as a Holocaust revisionist,
said her music was "satire" and had previously told the
court there was "no proof" gas chambers were used to
kill Jewish people in World War Two.
However, prosecutors said three of Chabloz's songs,
including one which referred to the notorious Nazi death
camp Auschwitz as a "theme park", were criminally
offensive.

Another song included a section set to the tune of a
popular Jewish song Hava Nagila.
The defence had told Judge Zani his ruling would set a
precedent on the exercise of free speech.
Chabloz had claimed many Jewish people found her
songs funny and that no-one was forced to listen to
them.
Follow BBC East Midlands on Facebook, on Twitter,
or on Instagram. Send your story ideas to
*eastmidsnews@bbc.co.uk.
*https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-derbyshire44253085

________________________________________________________________________

Alison Chabloz convicted over antisemitic songs in landmark case

Judge rules her videos are 'grossly offensive'.
material. They were alternate counts relating to the
same posts.
Ben Weich , May 25, 2018

Chabloz supporters clash with anti-fascist campaigners
outside court (Photo: PA)

Alison Chabloz (Photo: Getty Images)

A Holocaust revisionist has been convicted after posting
antisemitic songs online in a landmark case.
Alison Chabloz, of Charlesworth, near Glossop,
Derbyshire, was convicted of two counts of causing
obscene material to be sent and one of sending obscene
material.
The charges against Chabloz, 53, related to songs
titled Nemo’s Antisemitic Universe, I Like It How It Is,
performed at the right-wing London Forum in 2016, and
a third, titled (((survivors))).
In the latter, Chabloz mocked Jewish figures, including
Nobel Peace Prize winner Elie Wiesel, as well as Anne and
Otto Frank, to the tune of Hava Nagila.
District Judge John Zani said he was “entirely satisfied”
that the material was “grossly offensive”, and that it was
intended to insult Jewish people.
The judge, sitting at Westminster Magistrates' Court, said
Chabloz's "serious" offences may have passed the
threshold for a custodial sentence.
About 20 of Chabloz’s supporters packed into the court's
public gallery. There were cries of “Shame” and “Justice”
after the verdict was read.
A scuffle broke out in front of the courthouse after the
verdict between some of Chabloz’s supporters and antifascist campaigners.
About ten police officers were called, and the area was
cleared.
Chabloz will be sentenced next month.
Chabloz denied all five counts she faced. District Judge
John Zani dismissed two counts of sending obscene

Defending the singer, Adrian Davies argued that his
client’s songs were not “grossly offensive”, adding that
there is no law in England against “so-called Holocaust
denial”.
Chabloz was subject to a private prosecution brought by
the Campaign Against Antisemitism (CAA).
The charity said it took the decision because the Crown
Prosecution Service failed to prosecute her.

Chabloz outside Westminster
January (Photo: Getty Images)

Magistrates'

Court

in

CAA said that Friday's verdict “effectively delivers a
verdict on incitement on social media and on whether the
law considers Holocaust denial to be “grossly
offensive and therefore illegal”.
CAA chairman Gideon Falter welcomed the “remarkable
ruling”, adding that he hoped it would lead to “a total reappraisal of how the authorities view antisemitic crime”.
He said: “Essentially this is a ruling on the legality of
Holocaust denial and antisemitic conspiracy theories in
the UK.
“This is about where the line lies between free speech
and dangerous antisemitic incitement.
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“This is a huge verdict particularly because there is no
specific law against Holocaust denial. The fact that she
was found guilty means Holocaust denial is considered
grossly offensive.
“It is also a total vindication of the CAA’s approach, in
that we had to pursue a private prosecution to get
(Chabloz) in front of a court.”
In his written judgment, District Judge Zani said that
Chabloz “blames others for the fact that she lost an
earlier job on a cruise ship”.
He wrote: “Having considered her evidence in some
detail, this court considers that it is not unreasonable to
infer that her actions may be driven by her as some form
of revenge for the said loss of job.”

Chabloz told the JC that she was fired from her job with
the Aida Cruises firm after her employers became aware
of an anti-Israel tweet she had posted. She denied that it
was antisemitic.
She added that three songs, for which she has been
convicted, were “provoked” by her dismissal.
Chabloz will be required to attend a probation meeting
on May 31 and appear at Westminster Magistrates’ Court
on June 14 for sentencing.
Under bail conditions a curfew was set between 11pm
and 4am - except on the nights before her probation
appointment and sentencing - and she was ordered not
to leave England and Wales.
*https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/alison-chablozantisemitic-songs-blogger-1.464612
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FOR THE RECORD –
Did Peter Rushton write the following essay under a nom de plume?
Britain’s Rumour Factory
Origins of the Gas Chamber Story
An essay published in tribute to Prof.
Robert Faurisson on his 88th birthday
25th January 2017
For more than thirty years, historians have been aware
of once-secret memoranda by senior British intelligence
official Victor Cavendish-Bentinck in which he casts doubt
on the alleged use of homicidal gas chambers by National
Socialist Germany.1 Writing to Whitehall colleagues at
the end of August 1943, Cavendish-Bentinck used
dismissive language which today in most European
countries would undoubtedly see him prosecuted for
“Holocaust denial”.
During the trial of British historian David Irving’s libel
action against Deborah Lipstadt in 2000 (now dramatised
in the Hollywood film Denial) some of CavendishBentinck’s remarks were raised by Irving as justification
of his claim that the gas chamber story originated as a
propaganda lie. In his judgment against Irving, Mr
Justice Gray accepted the counter-arguments of
Lipstadt’s defence team. Their interpretation has since
appeared in a book by Prof. Sir Richard Evans, who was
among Lipstadt’s defence witnesses.
Seventeen years on from the Irving-Lipstadt trial, it is
now possible to access a broader range of British
documents, including intelligence material. In this essay I
shall attempt to clarify what these documents tell us
about the role of British propaganda and intelligence in
relation to the initial allegations of homicidal gassing by
National Socialist Germany.
The conclusions can be briefly summarised:
• Britain’s Political Warfare Executive and its predecessor
first deployed stories of homicidal gassing as part of
propaganda efforts in two areas unconnected to
treatment of Jews. Their objective was to spread
dissension and demoralisation among German soldiers
and civilians, and among Germany’s allies.
• Partly because they knew of these earlier propagandist
initiatives,2 Victor Cavendish-Bentinck and his British
intelligence colleague Roger Allen disbelieved later
stories that homicidal gas chambers had been used to
murder Poles and Jews. They succeeded in having these
allegations removed from the draft of a joint AngloAmerican Declaration on German Crimes in Poland,
published on 30th August 1943.

Part I: The first Revisionists?
In August 1943 Poland’s government-in-exile lobbied the
British and American governments to issue a public
statement condemning “German terror in Poland”. Moray
McLaren – head of the Polish section of Britain’s main
propaganda body the Political Warfare Executive (PWE) –
advised the Foreign Office “in confidence that, from his
contacts with the Poles, he has recently gained the
impression that they are becoming seriously worried lest
the Germans might shortly succeed in persuading Polish
quislings to come forward and even form some kind of
puppet government. The present Polish request may
possibly have some connexion with such fears.”3
Moreover Britain’s own Special Operations Executive
(SOE) responsible for organising and supplying Polish
underground fighters, reported that German antipartisan operations were increasingly successful in
“affecting their work, in that the cells of the underground
resistance movement in the affected areas are to a great
extent liquidated, and materials delivered are liable to be
discovered. SOE would accordingly welcome any form of
deterrent that could be devised.”
Denis Allen of the Foreign Office’s Central Department
(not to be confused with the unrelated Roger Allen who
also figures in this story) suggested that a statement
should be issued with “some indication that the actions
being carried out by the German authorities in Poland will
in some measure be held against Germany as a whole”.
With the British Parliament in its summer recess and
Prime Minister Winston Churchill on his way to Quebec
for a secret summit with U.S. President Franklin
Roosevelt, the most logical opportunity would be for a
joint Anglo-American statement (issued to the press
rather than to Parliament).
Allen’s department had prepared a draft statement which
was discussed with the Poles. This condemned the
“brutality” of German anti-partisan operations involving
mass deportations in the Lublin area of southeastern
Poland. The draft statement (which made no reference to
Jews and seemed to relate to Polish civilians) alleged:
“Some children are killed on the spot, others are
separated from their parents and either sent to Germany
to be brought up as Germans or sold to German settlers
or despatched with the women and old men to
concentration camps, where they are now being
systematically put to death in gas chambers.
“His Majesty’s Government re-affirm their resolve to
punish the instigators and actual perpetrators of these
crimes. They further declare that, so long as such
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atrocities
continue
to
be
committed
by
the
representatives and in the name of Germany, they must
be taken into account against the time of the final
settlement with Germany. Meanwhile the war against
Germany will be prosecuted with the utmost vigour until
the barbarous Hitlerite tyranny has been finally
overthrown.”

By 27th August this draft had been agreed with the
Americans and was planned for release three days later:
a copy was handed to the Soviets.
However at this eleventh hour the intelligence side of
Whitehall stepped in.
The Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) had evolved
shortly before the war and stood between the political
and military “consumers” of intelligence, and the
organisations responsible for obtaining it, including MI6,
MI5 and GC&CS (known today as GCHQ). One former JIC
chairman describes its role as the “final arbiter of
intelligence”. In a phrase which might4 equally well apply
today to historians, its wartime chairman and secretary
wrote that the JIC had an important task in ensuring that
information and sources were assessed with critical
impartiality:
“…[I]n the Political Departments, e.g. the Foreign Office
and Colonial Office, the officials who receive, collate and
assess information are also responsible for formulating
policy. This is not necessarily a bad thing, but the system
does possess a serious weakness. One who is concerned
in devising and recommending policy, and in assisting in
its execution is likely, however objective he may try to
be, to interpret the intelligence he receives in the light of
the policy he is pursuing. To correct this possible
weakness, it is clearly desirable that some quite objective
check be placed on all intelligence received. …We believe
that no Department, however experienced and well
staffed, has anything to lose by bringing the intelligence
directly available to it to the anvil of discussion and
appreciation among other workers in the same field.”5
During the war years the JIC was headed by Victor
Cavendish-Bentinck,6 who was also in charge of the
Services Liaison Department at the Foreign Office, where
his right-hand man was Roger Allen, a pre-war barrister.7
(Since its creation in July 1942, Roger Allen had also
served as Joint Secretary to the War Cabinet’s
Committee on the Treatment of War Criminals.8) Rather
belatedly on 27th August, with the draft statement
almost ready for release, Roger Allen raised the alarm,
pointing out that the statement seemed to be mainly
based on an “aide-mémoire” supplied by the Polish
government-in-exile. While he accepted that with regard
to deportations of Polish civilians “the general picture
painted is pretty true to life”, he warned CavendishBentinck:
“On the other hand, it is of course extremely difficult, if
not impossible, for us to check up on specific instances or
matters of detail. For this reason I feel a little unhappy
about the statement, to be issued on the authority of His
Majesty’s Government, that Poles ‘are now being
systematically put to death in gas chambers’.”

The “gas chambers” reference seemed to be based on
two references in the Polish aide-mémoire’s appendix,
both supposedly drawn from telegrams sent from Poland
on 17th July 1943.
The first telegram stated, in relation to deportees sent to
the Majdanek camp:
“Commander-in-Chief
armed
forces
Lublin
district
informed me that he had evidence that some of these
people are being murdered in gas cells there.”

By “commander-in-chief” this telegram presumably
meant the district commander of the Polish underground
army. The second telegram stated:
“It has been ascertained that on July 2nd and 5th 2
transports made of women, children, and old men,
consisting of 30 wagons each, have been liquidated in gas
cells.”

Roger Allen pointed out to Cavendish-Bentinck:

“It will be observed that the first of these reports gives
no indication of the date of the occurrence, or the number
of people concerned; the second is silent as to the place
and the source.
It is true that there have been references to the use of
gas chambers in other reports; but these references have
usually, if not always, been equally vague, and since they
have concerned the extermination of Jews, have usually
emanated from Jewish sources.
Personally, I have never really understood the advantage
of the gas chamber over the simpler machine gun, or the
equally simple starvation method. These stories may or
may not be true, but in any event I submit we are putting
out a statement on evidence which is far from conclusive,
and which we have no means of assessing. However, you
may not consider this of sufficient importance to warrant
any action.”9

Cavendish-Bentinck wasted no time in passing this
analysis on later that day to the Foreign Office top brass,
adding his own sceptical note:

“In my opinion it is incorrect to describe Polish
information regarding German atrocities as ‘trustworthy’.
The Poles, and to a far greater extent the Jews, tend to
exaggerate German atrocities in order to stoke us up.
They seem to have succeeded.
Mr Allen and myself have both followed German atrocities
quite closely. I do not believe that there is any evidence
which would be accepted in a Law Court that Polish
children have been killed on the spot by Germans when
their parents were being deported to work in Germany,
nor that Polish children have been sold to German
settlers.
As regards putting Poles to death in gas chambers, I do
not believe that there is any evidence that this has been
done. There have been many stories to this effect, and we
have played them up in PWE rumours without believing
that they had any foundation. At any rate there is far less
evidence than exists for the mass murder of Polish
officers by the Russians at Katyn. On the other hand we
do know that the Germans are out to destroy Jews of any
age unless they are fit for manual labour.
I think that we weaken our case against the Germans by
publicly giving credence to atrocity stories for which we
have no evidence.
These mass executions in gas chambers remind me of the
stories of employment of human corpses during the last
war for the manufacture of fat, which was a grotesque lie
and led to the true stories of German atrocities being
brushed aside as being mere propaganda.
“I am very sad to see that we must needs ape the
Russians and talk about ‘Hitlerite’ instead of ‘German’.”

Cavendish-Bentinck added a handwritten note to William
Strang, who as an Assistant Under-Secretary was jointthird in the Foreign Office hierarchy:
“I daresay that my minute is too late to be of use but I
feel certain that we are making a mistake in publicly
giving credence to this gas chambers story.”10
In fact he was not too late: Cavendish-Bentinck and Allen
became in effect the first successful Holocaust
revisionists. Central Department’s first response was: “it
seems too late to make substantial changes. But we
could telegraph to Washington and Moscow.”
At 9.05 p.m. that evening a “Most Immediate” telegram
was despatched (marked “of particular secrecy and
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should be retained by the authorised recipient and not
passed on”):
“On further reflection we are not convinced that evidence
regarding use of gas chambers is substantial enough to
justify inclusion in a public declaration …and would prefer
if United States Government agree, that sentence in
question should end at ‘concentration camps’.
Please telegraph United States Government’s views
urgently.”11

Similar telegrams were sent to the Prime Ministers of the
Dominions (Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa) retracting the earlier reference to “gas
chambers”.
The Americans agreed to the changes. Secretary of State
Cordell Hull duly notified his Ambassador in Moscow:
“At the suggestion of the British Government which says
there is insufficient evidence to justify the statement
regarding execution in gas chambers, it has been agreed
to eliminate the last phrase.”12

The words “where they are now being systematically put
to death in gas chambers” were removed from the
statement before it was published simultaneously in
London and Washington.13
David Irving’s critics have sought to interpret this
episode in their own way.
Prof. Sir Richard Evans writes in his account of the
Irving-Lipstadt libel trial:
“There was no evidence here or anywhere else, indeed,
that the British Political Warfare Executive had invented
the story of the gas chambers: they had on the contrary
received a report from people with contacts in Central
Europe about them. Nor was there any evidence that the
Foreign Office considered reports of gassings to be a lie;
they were simply unsure about them. Moreover, their real
doubts related to claims that Poles were being gassed.
Even Cavendish-Bentinck agreed that the Germans were
‘out to destroy the Jews of any age unless they are fit for
manual labour.’”14

Even when Prof. Evans wrote this fifteen years ago, it
was clear that Cavendish-Bentinck had been sceptical
about the existence of homicidal gas chambers, rather
than (as Prof. Evans suggests) merely doubting that they
had been used to gas Poles in addition to Jews. As for
the role of PWE, the Cavendish-Bentinck minute suggests
that they had (at least at some stage) exaggerated (if
not actually invented) gas chamber stories. For
confirmation of this, we must turn to the PWE’s own files
from earlier in the war.

Part II: Whispers of Gas
In his judgment against David Irving in 2002, Mr Justice
Gray ignored or misinterpreted Cavendish-Bentinck’s
words. Gray wrote:
“As to whether the British disbelieved the [gas chambers] story,
the only evidence to which Irving was able to point was the note
made by Cavendish-Bentinck that there was no evidence to
support the claim. That appears to me to be far cry from
disbelieving the story.”15

As shown above, Cavendish-Bentinck had gone much
further than pointing out the absence of evidence. He
had compared these latest “atrocity stories” to a
“grotesque lie” perpetrated against Germany during the
First World War, and had suggested to a senior colleague
that Britain should not be “publicly giving credence to
this gas chambers story”. How on earth could Mr Justice
Gray interpret this as meaning anything else but that
Cavendish-Bentinck (at any rate in August 1943)
disbelieved the story!
Mr Justice Gray’s judgment went on:

“As to whether British Intelligence made propaganda use
of the story, the evidence produced by Irving extended no
further than secondhand accounts of BBC broadcasts
about the gassing. There was no indication that British
intelligence played any part in these broadcasts. In my
judgment the evidence does not support the claim made
by Irving.”

In fairness to the judge, it is only now becoming possible
to trace the detailed history of British propaganda and
homicidal gassing stories. Part of the problem is that in
the early years of the Second World War, Britain’s
propaganda machinery was a tangle of bureaucratic and
factional infighting.
A year before the outbreak of war, an official Department
of Propaganda in Enemy Countries was set up at Electra
House, the London headquarters of the Cable & Wireless
telegraph company. Around the same time MI6 created
Section D (based at St Ermin’s Hotel near St James’s
Park) to study and prepare methods of unconventional
warfare, including propaganda.16
In July 1940 Section D became part of the new Special
Operations Executive, which for a while took over Electra
House’s operations as part of its own propaganda section
known as SO1, based after November 1940 at Woburn
Abbey, a country house in Bedfordshire. Continuing
internal disputes led to the new Political Warfare
Executive (PWE) being created in August 1941, under
Foreign Office control. While PWE handled enemy
countries, propaganda at home and in Allied countries
was supposedly the domain of the Ministry of
Information.17
The documentary record showing British propagandists’
promotion of homicidal gassing stories runs from
December 1940 (under SO1) to March 1942 (under
PWE). In this period the gassing stories did not relate to
Jews or Poles, but Cavendish-Bentinck would have
suspected that the Jewish and Polish lobbies had picked
up the story and put their own spin on it, in a case of
what would later be termed “blowback”, defined as
follows by intelligence historian Mark Lowenthal:
“The main controversy raised by propaganda activities is
that of blowback. The CIA is precluded from undertaking
any intelligence activities within the United States.
However, a story could be planted in a media outlet
overseas that will also be reported in the United States.
That is blowback. This risk is probably higher today with
global twenty-four-hour news agencies and the World
Wide Web than it was during the early days of the cold
war. Thus, inadvertently, a CIA-planted story that is false
can be reported in a U.S. media outlet.
In such a case, does the CIA have a responsibility to
inform the U.S. media outlet of the true nature of the
story? Would doing so compromise the original
operation? If such notification should not be given at the
time, should it be given afterward?”18

One of the most secret parts of SO1/PWE work involved
the propagation of rumours, known as “sibs” from the
Latin verb sibilare (to whisper), by an Underground
Propaganda (UP) Committee. This dated back to the
Electra House days in 1940 shortly before the creation of
SOE, and continued through the various bureaucratic
changes.
From August 1941 the UP Committee was chaired by
David Bowes-Lyon, younger brother of the then Queen
(and uncle of the present Queen Elizabeth II) – he was
also a cousin of Victor Cavendish-Bentinck. He later
summarised the purpose of sibs in a “Most Secret” paper
for senior bureaucrats:
“The object of propaganda rumours is… to induce alarm,
despondency and bewilderment among the enemies, and
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hope and confidence among the friends, to whose ears it
comes. If a rumour appears likely to cheer our enemies
for the time, it is calculated to carry with it the germ of
ultimate and grave disappointment for them.
Rumours vary immensely in their degree of credibility,
the wideness of their diffusion and the type of audience
for which they are designed; but they have these factors
in common, that they are intended for verbal repetition
through all sorts of channels, and that they are expected
to induce a certain frame of mind in the general public,
not necessarily to deceive the well-informed.”

The UP Committee (which included representatives from
PWE, SOE, MI6 and the Ministry of Economic Warfare),
was responsible in the first instance for deciding on
suitable rumours, which would then be cleared through
the Foreign Office or JIC:

“Dissemination of those rumours finally approved is the
function
of
SOE.
For
this
purpose
whispering
organisations have been set up in neutral countries and
in unoccupied France.
Lines have also been established by which rumours can
be passed to SOE’s collaborators in Germany, and
directives on oral propaganda to an organisation in
Northern Italy.
It should be emphasised that the method of
dissemination is essentially oral, and this is the most
difficult form of propaganda for enemy security services
to deal with.
Rumours are not deliberately placed in the Press and
Radio in Europe, though they have from time to time
appeared in the newspapers or broadcasts, having been
picked up by correspondents or commentators.
In the USA, however, a news agency controlled by SOE
has been used to place them in the Press of the American
continent; but here again the newspapers were quite
unaware that the material was in any way inspired.
Rumours are therefore the most covert of all forms of
propaganda. Although the enemy may suspect that a
certain rumour has been started by the British
Government, they can never prove it. Even if they
succeed in capturing an agent engaged in spreading
whispers, there will be no written evidence against him,
and should they extort a confession from him, nothing is
easier than for the British Government to deny the whole
story.
In fact, although more than 2,000 rumours have been
disseminated in the last year, we have no evidence thet
the enemy have ever traced any of them back to a British
whispering organisation. Those that have been denied or
otherwise referred to have, as far as we know,
been attributed to other sources.”19

Alongside Bowes-Lyon other members of the UP
Committee included Sir Hanns Vischer (a Swiss-born
former missionary and MI6 officer since the First World
War); Sir Reginald Hoare (Cavendish-Bentinck’s brotherin-law, a veteran diplomat and member of the Hoares
Bank family); Leonard Ingrams (financier, pioneer
aviator and father of Private Eye founder Richard
Ingrams); and SOE representative Alec Peterson (an
influential teacher, headmaster and educationalist who
later created the International Baccalaureate system).20
On 3rd December 1940 a sib was launched via SOE “that
the Superintendent of the Bethel Institute for Incurables
had been sent to Dachau for refusing to permit the
inmates to be put in lethal chambers. Within two weeks it
was reported that this rumour was circulating in
Switzerland and, on the 19th December, that the Vatican
had issued a decree condemning the killing of physical or
mental deficients. The rumour has appeared in
intercepted letters, and last Sunday the Sunday Express
carried the story that 100,000 mental deficients had
been executed.”21

The Bethel Institution was a well-known Protestant
charitable hospital for the mentally ill and epileptics. In
fact its director – Protestant theologian Friedrich von
Bodelschwingh – was not sent to Dachau or any other
camp. He survived the war and died in 1946.22
The main purpose of this sib was to stir up hostility
between the Churches and the National Socialist
Govenment over the issue of eugenics and euthanasia.
SO1’s French specialist Prof. Denis Brogan (a Cambridge
political scientist) was said to have “extremely fine
Catholic contacts” in various countries,23 and “Catholic
channels for rumours” were also discussed with Douglas
Woodruff, the influential editor of the Catholic journal
The Tablet.24 At this very early stage the gassing rumour
was restricted to “incurables” – it was a story about
euthanasia rather than political or racially motivated
executions.
A few months later SOE reported with satisfaction that
this sib had been picked up by Vatican Radio. Moreover
Elizabeth Wiskemann – a Swissbased, Anglo-German
journalist, historian and MI6 operative – had acquired
“fresh evidence supplied by Austrian-born Swiss who had
just returned from visiting Vienna to the effect that all
elderly people in Viena were in terror.”25
Among other euthanasia sibs (first circulated in
November 1940) was a “rumour that doctors in military
hospitals in France have been instructed to make death
easy for incapacitated soldiers and airmen”. Extra bite
was given to this sib by the suggestion (intended to
promote inter-service resentment) that in the case of
infantry the loss of one limb would amount to incapacity,
leading to euthanasia, whereas this “was not to be
considered incapacity in the case of Air Force or SS
troops”.26
Intercepted letters from Swiss civilians during August
1941 showed that they were innocently passing on
versions of the gas chamber story. One wrote:
“Somebody from Bern who was in Germany said, the new
bombs from England were awful, they break half a street
to pieces, and somewhere in a shelter, people were all on
the ceiling smashed like flies, it was terrible, and so very
many were ill with their nerves as they had not room for
them in the hospitals, and with some which were not get
better, they just open the gas and kill them, like the
heavy wounded too.”

A separate letter gave another variant inspired by the
same sib:

“The severely wounded Germans are apparently just
gassed! We have heard several stories about this and
from people coming back from the country.”27

While most sibs originated from PWE, the success of this
gas chamber rumour led to a War Office suggestion
passed to Cavendish-Bentinck’s JIC in November 1941.
They had heard it from their military attaché in Berne,
Col. H.A. Cartwright (who was in fact an MI6 officer) as
“a story which, with some variations, has been
circulating freely in Berne, and has come in from various
quite independent informants always from apparently
reliable sources.”28
In this version of the rumour:
“Guards and superintendents of trains containing
wounded German soldiers from the Eastern Front are
ordered at certain places to put on their gas masks. The
trains then enter a tunnel where they remain for upwards
of half an hour. On leaving the tunnel all the wounded
soldiers are dead. Severely wounded soldiers are
disposed of in the same manner in so-called emergency
hospitals, of which there are many.”

Cartwright had added:
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“The Guard who furnished this information is stated to
have been on duty on one of the trains in which wounded
soldiers were ‘gassed’. He was sworn to secrecy under
penalty of death, but stated he could no longer withhold
his secret from the outer world by reason of his
conscience, and wanted the German public to learn the
fate of their wounded soldiers.”29

The Inter-Services Security Board (through which PWE
and others cleared their rumours in case they
inadvertently
clashed
with
other
British
secret
operations) had raised no objection, and added: “We
recommend this rumour also as useful propaganda.”
This recommendation might have proved significant in
the longer term. The difference between a rumour/sib
and propaganda is of course that the former (as with
“black” propaganda) was intended to be untraceable to
British sources.
During 1941 SOE “disseminated a rumour that the
Germans had ordered 500 mobile crematorium units
from the Ford works in Cologne and Antwerp to be ready
by the Spring”. This sib came back in the form of a story
circulating in France that “the German army has
crematory ovens installed in lorries and cremate all their
own dead. …This enables the Germans to fix a figure for
their losses at whatever they please, and leave no
evidence to controvert them.”30 Later an intercepted
Swiss letter showed a variant of this rumour, that the
Germans “burn their dead in travelling crematoria and
keep their losses carefully concealed until the campaign
is ended. In this way members of the family wait and
hope for the best.”31
It might be relevant that during the summer of 1941 a
rumour campaign was launched against I.G. Farben, the
giant
German
pharmaceutical
and
chemical
conglomerate.32 The first hints of this suggest that the
campaign was first designed for the Ministry of Economic
Warfare to cause financial problems for the company in
neutral countries, by for example adulterating samples of
its products so as to undermine Farben’s reputation.33 By
September 1941 it was reported with satisfaction that
anti-Farben stories were widely believed in France:
“There is now a conviction throughout the country that
the Germans are attempting to ruin the health of the
French people by sending back French sick and wounded
prisoners inoculated by the Germans with the bacilli of
disease, while there have been rumours of the flooding of
the French market with German drugs producing certain
forms of debility.”34
It is unclear whether this campaign was in any way
connected to later allegations that I.G. Farben’s pesticide
Zyklon B was used for homicidal gassings.
Some versions of the Farben rumours combined them
with stories intended to spread panic about typhus, and
an interesting variant was added by suggesting that
typhus had become so bad that Jewish physicians had
been called up for service as army medics.35 The
implication of this sib was that ordinary Germans (and
citizens of German-occupied countries) would react badly
to the idea of Jewish doctors: this is drawn out further in
a later sib:
“It is not only because of the plague danger that German
doctors on the East front always wear surgical masks in
the wards. So many of them are Jews now that there
used to be trouble when the wounded were able to see
their faces.”36

In November 1941 the Underground Propaganda
Committee approved a sib which cunningly linked
euthanasia by gassing to typhus and defeatism:

“These stories about gassing the wounded on the
East Front are due to a misunderstanding. The Gas
Vans and Trains are used only for plague cases and
are really merciful since the poor fellows would
have no chance anyhow.”37
Meanwhile a fantastically gruesome sib hinted at mass
murder and industrialised cannibalism:
“The Germans are rounding up healthy Russian
prisoners and transferring them in batches of a
thousand at a time to a prison camp near Kiev. It
may be a coincidence that cans of something called
‘Russian beef’ are already being exported from a
factory near Kiev to the most hard hit parts in the
Ruhr.”38
Later that month a note from the War Office Deputy
Director of Operations, Col. John Sinclair (who became
Chief of MI6 from 1953 to 1956) to David Bowes-Lyon
approved the UP Committee’s new development of the
gas chamber story:
“The Germans need every hospital they have got for their
own wounded, so foreign workers who fall seriously sick
are just sent to the gas-chamber.”39

This was later given a further twist:
“Foreign workers should not go to Germany because they
are transferred to occupied Poland or blitzed districts,
gassed if unfit, sterilised, cheated of their wages, or liable
to be treated as hostages.”40

As the situation on the Eastern Front worsened, the SOE
Executive Committee noted:
“We have now arrived at a situation where it is virtually
impossible to distinguish between ‘come-backs’ on
certain of our rumour campaigns and genuine reports
from enemy and occupied territory. We have, for
instance, for the last four months been keeping up a
steady campaign on the subject of Fleck Typhus on the
Eastern Front. This at first met with no noticeable
reaction, but the number of reports has steadily grown,
until the prevalence of this disease is now an accepted
fact. It seems probable that the reports now refer to
genuine outbreaks, but the rumour campaign can claim
credit for putting into the minds of the German people an
exaggerated idea of its seriousness.”41

It is perhaps significant that SOE’s leaders here register
the point that – in the case of typhus – propaganda
rumours had become fact. Had he been aware of genuine
use of homicidal gas chambers, Cavendish-Bentinck
could have made a similar point in August 1943: but he
didn’t.
In fact when the Daily Mirror on 23rd March 1942
reported euthanasia by gassing in a report filed by its
Lisbon correspondent, it was highlighted by SOE as a
“come-back” of one of their sibs, rather than a
potentially true story.
The Mirror report read:
“Through the widow of one of the men concerned, I learn
that 300 Germans wounded in hospital at Dresden were
quietly disposed of with gas as they were unlikely to be of
further use to the Reichswehr.
All had lost limbs or arms on the Eastern front, or had
appalling body injuries.”42

Conclusion
I have catalogued these very early references to
homicidal gassings because they indicate that Victor
Cavendish-Bentinck believed he had good reason, in
August 1943, to disbelieve stories about mass murders
of Poles and Jews in gas chambers. It is of course illegal
in many European countries to express such a view
today.
As opposed to the growing tide of historical revisionism,
orthodox or “exterminationist” historians now suggest
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that the homicidal gassing of Jews began in February and
March 1942, and maintain that the first homicidal
gassings of Soviet and Polish prisoners in Auschwitz took
place in August-September 1941. Yet SOE were putting
out a 43 rumour or “sib” about the gassing of
“incurables” (i.e. euthanasia by gas chamber) in
December 1940, and an extension of this rumour to
encompass gassing of severely wounded soldiers was
already current by the summer of 1941 – i.e. before the
very first alleged gassings of prisoners at Auschwitz.
Revisionists accept that a euthanasia programme began
in Germany at the start of the war (using lethal
injections) but it was abandoned in August 1941 on Adolf
Hitler’s orders due to the scale of religious opposition,
especially from the Catholic Bishop von Galen of Münster.
The alleged use of gas chambers in this euthanasia
programme has been seen by revisionists as an attempt
to bolster Holocaust myths.44 British propagandists’
invention of a “lethal chamber” aspect to euthanasia
could in this context be seen as the basis for later
accretions of myth.
With so many gaps in the documentary record, we might
never know precisely how these stories were built up.
What we can say is that existing SOE and PWE records
fatally undermine one of Prof. Richard Evans’ arguments
against David Irving. As noted above, Evans wrote:
“There was no evidence here or anywhere else, indeed,
that the British Political Warfare Executive had invented
the story of the gas chambers.”

In fact PWE/SOE certainly did invent stories about
homicidal gassings – the inventions were circulated long
before any such gassings are now alleged to have taken
place.
ANDY RITCHIE, London, January 2017
andy_ritchie@yahoo.com
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Today is:
Sunday, May 27th, 2018

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*DAY 144 of Monika Schaefer’s loss of freedom
*Day 21 of Ursula Haverbeck’s loss of freedom
*Day 16 of Gerd Ittner’s loss of freedom
*Day 14 of Jez Turner’s loss of freedom
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Guilty on All Counts!
Alison Chabloz faces Jewish Inquisition Sentencing on June 14, 2018
Dear Supporters of Free Speech and Historic Truth,
I received word of Alison Chabloz’s court appearance and
conviction from Gerard Menuhin on Friday, May 25th. As
expected the British justice system is fully under the
control of the Talmudic Jew Zionists, just as it is in the

colonies of Canada and Australia and most European
nations plus the USA.
As Menuhin states in his communication:
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Dear Arthur,
I've just seen the verdict: guilty on three counts.
Sentencing on 14 June. So Alison must wait another 3
weeks to hear her fate.
When the judge claimed that Alison's 'offenses' 'crossed
the threshold of custody', he seemed to be preparing the
ground for a custodial sentence, which I've read could be
six months.
Alison's mostly middle-aged supporters (the generation
that has not forgotten how to think for itself) were
confronted outside the court by a gang of violent Jewish
thugs.
No one can help really stupid people, or the victims of a
lifetime of poor education, accompanied by incessant
indoctrination. Common sense has died out. No rational
argument, no curiosity about the facts which anyone can
find on the internet, can match the pressure of political
correctness and large amounts of money. (emphasis
added. A.T.)

So now Horst Mahler, Sylvia Stolz (currently free, as far
as I know), Monika Schaefer, Ursula Haverbeck, Gerd
Ittner, Jez Turner have been convicted, and perhaps
soon Alison. And what about Alfred Schaefer?
Best wishes,
Gerard

A letter from Jez Bedford-Turner
Hello Richard, Just a quick note to say “All's well” My
letters are censored so I have to be careful what I say,
however I can say that Public School and the Army were
good preparations for my current adventure.
Please thank everyone who came to show support at the
Court on Thursday, Friday or Monday. The court staff /
prison staff were very impressed by the numbers AND by
the cheering and clapping as I waved to the public
gallery. The guards below could not stop grinning and
said, “ It was like a football crowd “ - a compliment I
assure you. Word gets around and news travels fast and

the welcoming committee here at Her Majesty''s Prison
Wandsworth were extremely respectful, Not saying how
long I will stay in this prison but my prison number will
stay the same (A5544EE) where-ever I go and mail will
be forwarded. Wandsworth prison is of course where
William Joyce and John Amery were kept (and executed –
R.I.P.) . Latterly Ronnie Biggs and Joshua Bonehill were
also here. It has a very nice chapel which is packed for
the Sunday 2 pm R.C. Mass, and the Priest is a good man.
The library is excellent too. You would not recognise me
at the present for I am growing a beard – through no
choice of my own, I assure you, but for lack of a mirror.
Apparently the first week in prison is always chaotic, so
hopefully next week, I'll shed the “Royal Navy look”. It's
a small world – I've met one of the chaps here whose
father knew J.T. and another chap whom I knew from
outside, a beggar whom I used to throw a bit of cash to,
and both have been helpful. There's not much else that I
can report except to say that my spirits are high and to
ask you to pass on my kindest regards to ALL our
comrades whether I know them personally or not.
Best wishes,
Jez.

Write to Jez Turner at the following address:

********
Jez Bedford-Turner A5544EE,
wing E3-02,
HMP Wandsworth,
PO Box 757, Heathfield Road,
Wandsworth, London SW18 3HU.
ENGLAND
********
Dear Reader,
My hometown newspaper, Quesnel-Cariboo Observer,
has been supportive of freedom of speech throughout all
of my personal trials and tribulations going back to the
year 2007 when B’nai Brith Canada first took aim at my
former website RadicalPress(.)com.
I was pleased to see that their tradition of fair coverage
of the issues continues to this day. Bashing Germany and
Adolf and the nasty “Nazis” has been standard fare for
the Jewish controlled media since forever but fortunately
Black Press (unaffiliated with Conrad Black) is a gentileowned media company indigenous to the province and
still maintains a high degree of principles when it comes
to printing all points of view.
Sincerely,
ArthurTopham
Publisher & Editor
The Radical Press
“Digging to the root of the issues since 1998”
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The pattern of unproven allegations adopted by the commission looking into the shooting down of MH 17
over Ukraine follows the same pattern adopted by the Allies to begin World War One and World War Two!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

© REUTERS / Francois Lenoir, 12:09 25.05.2018 updated 15:22 25.05.2018.
According to the Russian Defense Ministry, it's analyzing videos
provided by Dutch investigators on the MH17 downing.
"The Russian Defense Ministry is analyzing video materials
presented on May 24 at a press conference of the Dutch Joint
Investigation Team, which is engaged in the investigation of the
passenger Boeing's crash in the Ukrainian skies in 2014," the
ministry said.
All missiles, whose engines were demonstrated by the Dutch
team, were disposed of after 2011.
"After 25 years of operation, all missiles of the Buk systems are
subject to decommissioning and disposal, and further use
of these products… poses a direct threat to the life
of servicemen. The maximum lifetime of the missile, the engine
from which was demonstrated by the Dutch commission last
Thursday was 2011 (1986 + 25), after which all the missiles
produced that year were seized, decommissioned and sent
for disposal," the ministry said.
No new anti-aircraft missiles were supplied to Ukraine, which
has about 20 battalions of BUK missiles systems since 1991, the
ministry said, adding that a special number of the missile
allegedly used to down the aircraft shows that it was produced
in the Soviet Union in 1986.
The ministry further says that the Dutch commission has hushed
up information about where and when the engine of the Buk
missile was found, as well as about those who handed it over to
the investigators.
The ministry noted that the Dutch-led Joint Investigation Team
(JIT) used the remained casing of a Buk missile engine, which
was showcased during Thursday's press conference, as one
of the proofs of the Russian armed forces' alleged involvement
in the tragedy.
"However, the speakers preferred not to mention when and
where the engine was found, who handed this item to the
investigative commission," the ministry's statement read.
The document stressed that the Dutch investigators could have
glossed over the source of origin of the missile engine because it
could belong to Ukraine's armed forces.
"The only reason for the deliberate silencing of the source
of origin of the showcased rocket engine, produced in 1986,
by the Dutch investigative commission is that it probably
belongs to the Ukrainian armed forces," the statement read.
Russia's Reaction on Accusations
Russia categorically rejects accusations of involvement in the
MH17 crash, Kremlin spokesman said, commenting on the
statements issued by the Dutch and the Australian embassies
earlier on Friday, in which the countries accused Russian
of downing plane.

"The investigation conducted in the Netherlands by the
investigative team did not include the Russian side, although the
Ukrainian side was represented. Of course, not being able to be
a full-fledged participant in the work of that investigation team,
Russia does not know to what extent it may trust the results
of this work," Peskov said.
At the same time, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said
that there were no facts proving that Russia's alleged
involvement in the MH17 crash. The minister further noted that
Russia gave the Netherlands factual information on the crash
and responded to all questions.
"I spoke today, the Dutch minister called me, he said it is
already known that the prosecutor reached a new level
of investigation. They have little doubt that the Buk came
from Russian territory. I asked him for facts to prove these
allegations. He did not provide any facts to me. He said that
they do not want the Russian Federation to help establish these
facts on the basis of unsubstantiated suspicions," Lavrov told
reporters.
On Thursday, head of the Dutch National Police's Central Crime
Investigation department Wilbert Paulissen said that the
missile was launched by the Buk TELAR belonging to the Russian
Armed Forces.
At the same time, Dutch Chief Prosecutor Fred Westerbeke
stated that the investigation team would not disclose the
evidence allegedly uncovered.
Back in 2016, the Dutch-led Joint Investigation Team already
presented the initial results of the criminal investigation into the
crash, claiming that the airliner was downed by a Buk surfaceto-air missile launcher which was delivered from the "territory
of the Russian Federation to Ukraine."
However, Russia's Almaz-Antey company, which developed the
Buk missile system, rejected the findings, saying that three
simulations showed that the missile was launched from the
Zaroshchenske area, which was controlled by the Ukrainian
army at the time of the downing.
MH17 was en route from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur, carrying
298 passengers, all of whom — including the crew — were killed
when the plane crashed in Ukraine's region of Donetsk on July
17, 2014. Following the catastrophe, Ukraine delegated the
investigation, announced the same year, to the Dutch Safety
Board (DSB).
*READ
MORE: Australia,
Netherlands
Hold
Russia
Responsible for MH17 Downing — Embassies

*MH17 Case: French Activist Explains Why He Feels Probe
is Biased
*https://sputniknews.com/europe/20180525106479875
0-missiles-mh17-ministry/

______________________________________________________

Could the UK be the Most Dangerous Nation on the Planet?
By Francis Marion, May 27, 2018 by IWB
Does the UK currently represent the largest threat to peace,
freedom, and stability in the world?
Let’s have a look at the evidence shall, we?
1. Possesses nuclear weapons.

2.
Has POSSIBLY meddled
in
the
election
of
a
sovereign nation/ally and contributed to an attempted coup to
thwart its results. POSSIBLY.
3. Has engaged in a process of immigration designed to, at the
very least, squeeze its native population from its traditional
lands and, over a period of decades (starting in the last century)
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increase the level of draconian/fascistic laws governing speech
and property.
4. Routinely jails and or fines/punishes its own people for
speaking out against these policies and their consequences.
5. Has disarmed the native population so that it cannot resist
this policy of cultural/physical subjugation towards its own
people and aggression towards its natural allies.
Consider that IF point #2 is true that what we are witnessing is
the rise of a radical Fascist/Islamic culture/state that possesses
not only weapons of mass destruction but a tremendous amount
of intelligence on its western allies as well.
And when you factor in a deliberate domestic policy of
destroying the culture, laws and natural rights of its own citizens
does this not put the UK on par with what North Korea WAS
before Kim began negotiations with the Trump administration
earlier last year?
If it does then there are questions that should be answered:
1. If it is proven that state actors in the UK participated in
meddling with domestic affairs in the US then does that make
them allies or enemies?
2. If they are enemies and are moving towards a more
authoritarian form of government and possess nuclear weapons
then when can we expect a) economic sanctions to be levied
against them and b) their nuclear capabilities to be dismantled
North Korea style?

3. And finally, if economic sanctions will not work and the UK
wishes to escalate the situation when can we expect “boots on
the ground” and the subsequent liberation of its native people?
4. And finally, if the invasion of the British Isles (as a last
resort), carried out by its cousins here in North America,
becomes imminent will the US government accept older but
eager volunteers for the mission?
Enquiring minds want to know.

http://www.investmentwatchblog.com/could-the-uk-bethe-most-dangerous-nation-on-the-planet/

__________________________________________________________
Adelaide Institute asks:
Why do we not know anything about the individuals who are behind the Antipodean Resistance?

Why don’t we know anything about these neo-Nazis?
Is this FAKE NEWS –an INSIDE JOB, like 9:11?
----------------------------------------not adequate to prosecute. We may have laws on the statute
Adelaide synagogue targeted with neo-Nazi posters
books but they don't seem to be strong enough."
linked to Antipodean Resistance
22 May 2018, 8:47am
An Adelaide Jewish leader is calling for stronger hate crime laws,
following a wave of pro-Nazi and anti-Semitic posters and
stickers appearing around the city, including on university
campuses and at a local synagogue.
Some of the material is directly linked to white power group
Antipodean Resistance and features images of swastikas, Nazi
leader Adolf Hitler and offensive depictions of Jewish people.
An image of Hitler saluting was reportedly stuck to a stobie pole
on Carrington Street, with sightings of others in the same
vicinity.
Antipodean Resistance flyers have also been circulating on
university campuses in Adelaide.
"They tend to put sharp objects behind their posters and
stickers so take care if you're ripping them down," one user on
social media site Reddit wrote.
Chairman of the Jewish Community Council of South Australia,
Norman Schueler, said a sign outside a local synagogue was
recently defaced with racist posters, apparently to mark the
occasion of Hitler's birthday on April 20.
"It's very concerning, in fact revolting," Mr Schueler said.
"I feel particularly for any Holocaust survivors who happen to
live in Adelaide. Were they to see this on the stobie pole, it
would evoke such horrific memories for them. A very strong
concern is that our laws regarding incitement to violence … are

Student leaders combating fascism on campus
Similar examples of neo-Nazi material have been reported at
universities interstate, including in Tasmania.
Mr Schueler expressed alarm at a rise in anti-Semitic activities
in Adelaide in recent times.
"In the last six or 12 months, it has changed here in South
Australia. It is directly linked to Antipodean Resistance," he said.
"Antipodean Resistance is recruiting people to their ideology. It
is reminiscent of the 1930s in Germany. What is popularising
this in today's world? I can't understand."
The University of South Australia Student Association discussed
the issue at its March board meeting.
It said it was aware of a push to promote neo-Nazi ideology
among students since the start of the year.
"Certainly we've seen on all four UniSA metropolitan campuses
stickers and posters with Nazi imagery and racist slogans,"
association president Jordan Mumford said.
"Over the last couple of weeks it has ramped up a little bit."
Mr Mumford said he had been in touch with his counterparts at
the University of Adelaide and Flinders University to come up
with ways of combating the spread of the material.
"I would like to think, given uni students are pursuing higher
education, they wouldn't gravitate towards these intolerant
views."
http://www.abc.net.au/news/20180522/neonaziposters
linkedtoantipodeanresistance/9783492

_________________________________________________
Politics

$346,000 job ‘must stay empty’
By Frank Chung, 22nd May 2018 1:51 PM
THE federal government has been urged to leave the $346,000a-year role of Race Discrimination Commissioner vacant when
Dr Tim Soutphommasane finishes in August as it "fulfils no
substantive function".
In a parliamentary research brief distributed to MPs this week,
Liberal-aligned think-tank the Institute of Public Affairs argued

the role had become "merely one of political advocacy" that
"promotes division in the community".
Dr Soutphommasane was appointed to a five-year term in 2013
at the age of 31.
The former Labor speechwriter has come under fire from
conservatives during his tenure for defending contentious laws
including section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act, and
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encouraging members of the public to lodge complaints against
late cartoonist Bill Leak - something Dr Soutphommasane has
denied.

The government began advertising for his replacement last
month, with Attorney-General Christian Porter pointedly saying
the new Commissioner would be someone with an
"understanding of middle Australian values".
"The position of Race Discrimination Commissioner is based on
the concept that Australians should be divided and separated
according to their 'race' - a concept which should find no place
in modern-day Australia," IPA research fellow Morgan Begg said
in a statement.
"The role of Race Discrimination Commissioner is a divisive
political advocacy role with no substantive function. Instead of
filling this position, the Turnbull Government should leave it
vacant.
"Dr Soutphommasane has sought to divide Australians. He
actively encouraged people to make complaints to the AHRC

following the publication of a cartoon in The Australian drawn by
Bill Leak.
"The problem with replacing the role with someone who
represents 'middle Australian values' is that the legislation under
which the Commission must operate is based upon the
assumption of identity politics and racial division - not racial
equality and social cohesion."
The research brief argued there was no obligation for the
government to appoint a Race Discrimination Commissioner
under the law, and the role had been left empty between 1999
and 2004.
It also called into question the position's "unique courtroom
advocacy" role under the Australian Human Rights Commission
Act 1986 as amicus curiae, or friend of the court, to "help the
court by expounding the law impartially, or if one of the parties
were unrepresented, by advancing the legal arguments on his
behalf".
It argued the Race Discrimination Commissioner "cannot be an
effective amicus curiae as he is a member of a government
agency that administers the law being considered and applied by
the court".
Related Items
*Plum job that pays $346,000
*https://www.gympietimes.com.au/news/racediscriminationcommissionerfulfilsnofuncti/3421405/

___________________________________________________
How the Church of England Lost the English People

Linda Woodhead ABC Religion and Ethics 8 Nov 2016
The decline of the Church of England is now so
flourishes when it is enmeshed with the lives of those it
relentless, and the profile of the "nones" so youthful, that
serves and dies when it no longer connects. Societal
the trend will not be reversed. Credit: Shafikur Rahman /
churches depend on a healthy relationship with their
EyeEm / Getty Images
societies, even when there is mutual criticism. But in
"The Church of England. Loving Jesus with an air of
England, after the 1980s, the increasingly stretched ties
superiority since 597." So goes the old joke, but the last
between the two snapped. Church and society spun off in
few decades have seen this once-proud Church brought it
different orbits. The gulf is now so profound that, despite
to its knees.
residual constitutional ties, the chance of reconciliation is
The Church of England's own statistics, published late
virtually zero.
last month, show attendance falling relentlessly by 1% a
We begin our book in 1986 with the old, superior church
year, and funerals declining even faster - down 30%
alive and well, never dreaming that massing forces and
since 2005. Today only about 1% of the population
its own inner weaknesses will soon bring it crashing
(750,000) are in one of its churches on Sunday, and
down. Andrew lounges on the battlements of Windsor
fewer than one in three have an Anglican funeral.
castle with senior bishops and politicians, gazing over the
Church leaders like to blame "secularization" but a glance
playing fields of Eton where so many of them were
at the Church of England's sister churches in Scandinavia
educated. They have come to thrash out their differences
shows this can't be the whole story.
about the ordination of women, a practice which would
Take the Church of Denmark, a fellow Reformation
not be permitted until 1992, even though most English
church integral to the project of nation-building and
people desired it, and the Scandinavian churches had
existing today in the context of an affluent liberal
been doing it since the 1940s.
democracy. Its decline is far slower than the Church of
The setting is majestic, quite literally. The conversation is
England's, with over three-quarters of Danes still
urbane. The sofas are chintz. No women are present,
choosing to pay church tax, 83% having a Church funeral
except for the odd wife and some serving ladies.
and two-thirds of Danish babies baptised.
Disconcertingly, however, there is a woman in power Compare that with England where well under a third of
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. The previous year the
the population identify as Church of England and just 1 in
Church, led by Archbishop Runcie, had published Faith in
10 babies are baptised. The only similarity between the
the City - a stinging attack on her policies. The
two is a very low rate of Sunday churchgoing: around
government reacted with fury, dubbing the report
1% of the population. But for these societal rather than
"Marxist." The bishops were delighted. They had sparked
congregational churches, Sunday attendance has never
a national debate about poverty and the inner cities:
been as important as occasional offices.
little did they realise that it would be the last time the
As a sociologist of religion, I have spent much of my
Church made a major intervention in national debate.
career tracking the Church of England's collapse; as an
The Church's concern for the inner city and the industrial
Anglican who once trained ordinands, my concern is
poor contrasted alarmingly with its attitude to women. It
more than professional. This year I published a book with
signalled the latter in 1975 by exempting itself from the
Andrew Brown, religious correspondent of the London
Sex Discrimination Act, one of the most sociallyGuardian, to explain what went wrong.
consequential pieces of legislation in British history.
The underlying answer we give in That Was the Church
Clerical paternalism, and in some cases outright
That Was is, in some ways, blindingly obvious: religion
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misogyny, became increasingly visible as society started
to embrace women's equality.
The long and nasty fight against women priests was
particularly destructive because the Church had always
been a church of women. They were the ground troops
filling the pews, cleaning the church, carrying out parish
visits and making the tea (a central ritual of the Church
of England). They were also the major fundraisers,
running fetes and jumble sales and leaving large
bequests. They were among the Church's best apologists
and writers - think of Maude Royden, Dorothy Sayers,
Barbara Pym, Penelope Lively, P.D. James and so on and they were the organisers of a myriad different
activities and institutions, from healthcare to education.
Above all, they were the ones who socialized the next
generation into the gentle virtues and deep but
understated commitments of Anglicanism.
So the House of Clergy's relentless attempts to stop
them from being treated as equals was suicidal. Its moral
case was non-existent and the theological arguments had
been lost a long time ago: Archbishop Temple described
them as "desperately futile." The Anglo-Catholics fell
back on a pipe-dream about unity with Rome, and
evangelicals resorted to theologically-inept arguments
about "gender complementarity" and "male headship." It
would take until 2013 for the Church of England to allow
women bishops. By then the rest of the country had
moved on. It was too little too late.
Money was the second thing which brought the Church of
England crashing down. In some ways it had too much,
and in some ways too little.
After the Second World War all the Lutheran state
churches had rationalised and nationalised funding for
their churches. With the benefit of hindsight, Denmark's
model was best because its financing was pegged to GDP
and collected through the tax system. The church was
guaranteed an income - so long as it kept Danes happy.
By contrast, the Church of England's historic wealth was
gathered into a central pot to be administered by civil
servants - the Church Commissioners. The pot was, and
remains, very large (today, around 10 billion pounds).
But the effect was to break the old links between clergy
and people. Power drained from parishes and lay patrons
to a central bureaucracy. And control of the Church
shifted at the same time from Parliament to a General
Synod run largely by clergy and bishops: proper
democratic accountability ceased.
In the course of this clergy stipends and pensions were
equalized, stabilized and improved. But servicing the
growing clergy pension pot proved so expensive that by
the late 1990s it was taking up all the Church
Commissioner's available funds. So the burden of funding
passed to the ever-diminishing pool of Sunday
churchgoers. Today they pay for everything, including
clergy stipends. The crunch has just arrived; since our
book hit the presses a couple of dioceses have gone
bankrupt. No one has a clue what to do.
And then there was theology. The Church of England's
failure has also been an intellectual failure. Since the
1950s it has been faced with a serious of serious moral
and intellectual challenges and shifting cosmologies,
worldviews and value sets. Rather than responding in
kind, it has retreated into Biblicism and angry sideswipes from a "post-liberal" standpoint.
The failure of nerve was apparent as early as 1968 when
John Robinson's Honest to God provoked national

debate. It was a perfect opportunity for the Church to
make the Christian case afresh. Archbishop Ramsay
ducked the challenge on the grounds that it would
disturb the simple faithful. But the simple faithful were
attending university in ever-greater numbers, and were
asking pointed questions. The Church ceased to offer a
credible cultural and moral framework, and the tradition
of Anglican scholarship which had placed the Church of
England at the heart of universities and schools was
chased away by a mind-numbing mix of management
speak and ahistorical "Bible-based" assertions.
Exacerbating all this was the unbalancing of the
equilibrium between the old church parties - high, low
and broad. In its place came an American import: the
loaded dichotomy between evangelical and "liberal"
which positioned the latter as wishy-washy and inferior
(the Anglo-catholic party had been smashed to bits by its
defeat over women and its love of lost causes).
Increasingly, the evangelicals grew louder and
marginalized the "liberals." Even Rowan Williams caved
into them, both over women bishops (which he delayed)
and homosexuality (which he opposed). Wealthy and
well-organised conservative evangelical support from
around the world, including Sydney, played a part as
well.
Today the Church continues to squabble over same-sex
marriage, but no one except insiders are listening. They
are getting on with their lives, without benefit of church.
In 2013 for the first time a majority of Britons declared
themselves "no religion" not "Christian" or "Church of
England" - and their numbers continue to climb.
The decline of the Church of England is now so
relentless, and the profile of the "nones" so youthful, that
the trend will not be reversed. The nones are the ones
having children, and the Christians are the ones dying
out. More and more people neither know nor care about
the Church of England. For lay people like me, old
enough to do both, feelings are often mixed.
I used to care for the Church's survival. Now I am more
concerned about how its cultural riches, including
buildings and traditions, can be reconnected with society.
I can see glimpses of the answer in new and creative
initiatives and reappropriations arising completely
independent of church structures. I believe this is now
our best hope; not that church will reconnect with
society, but that parts of society will reconnect with some
of the better parts of the old Church, and leave the rest
to die.
Linda Woodhead is Professor of Sociology of Religion at
Lancaster University. She is the co-author, with Andrew
Brown, of That Was the Church That Was: How the
Church of England Lost the English People. You can listen
to her discuss her argument with Andrew West on the
Religion & Ethics Report on RN.
See also Related Story:
* Has the Church of England finally lost its reason?
Women bishops and the collapse of Anglican theology
Sarah Coakley 23 Nov 2012
*Related Story: Principle and Pragmatism: Michael
Ramsey, the Church and the Modern World Peter Webster
18 Jun 2015
*The Primates's Dilemma: Game Theory and the Anglican
Communion Christopher Craig Brittain 4 Jan 2016
*It's Just Not Cricket: An Anglican Theology of Mission
Michael Jensen 26 Aug 2016
*http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2016/11/08/
4571329.htm
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Do we now have a Holocaust Denial law?
Confusion reigns after Chabloz ruling

Posted by Leo Clitheroe on May 27, 2018 ·
Leave a Comment

escape the conclusion that the messages would be
regarded as grossly offensive by reasonable persons in
general, judged by the standards of an open and multiracial society.

Jewish boxer confronts free speech defender
outside Chabloz trial

Reaction to Friday’s conviction of Alison Chabloz for
posting “grossly offensive” videos to YouTube has left
great confusion as to whether England now has a de
facto law against ‘Holocaust denial’, and if not whether
such a law is likely to be enacted. The confusion has
been heightened by contradictory messages from two
prosecution witnesses, Gideon Falter and Stephen
Silverman of the hardline Zionist pressure group
Campaign Against Antisemitism. It was CAA that first
brought a private prosecution against Ms Chabloz, after
the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) had decided not to
bring charges. The CPS later obediently came into line,
taking over this private prosecution at public expense.
District Judge John Zani convicted Ms Chabloz of three
offences against the Communications Act 2003, but his
ill-argued judgment has done nothing to clarify matters.
For H&D the main interest of this case involved one of
the three songs for which Ms Chabloz was prosecuted –
namely (((Survivors))), which mocked the lies and
fantasies propagated by three supposed ‘Holocaust
survivors’, Elie Wiesel, Irene Zisblatt and Otto
Frank.
H&D‘s assistant editor Peter Rushton gave defence
evidence, based on research at the British Library, which
established that these three ‘survivors’, especially Wiesel
and Zisblatt, had been subjected to pungent abuse from
mainstream academics and commentators. As defence
barrister Adrian Davies asked the court: can it be
“grossly offensive” to call someone a liar if that person
demonstrably is a liar?
Yet in his 24-page judgment, a copy of which has been
made available to H&D, Judge Zani completely ignores
this challenge, leaving it still an open question – even
after Ms Chabloz’s conviction – whether one can be guilty
of “grossly offensive” communications regardless of truth
or falsehood. Is the communication liable to be judged
“grossly offensive”, and therefore criminal, whether or
not it is truthful?
In paragraph 56 of his judgment, Zani states:
This court is not required to decide whether, for example,
the Holocaust actually occurred, or whether records
maintained in respect thereof are accurate.” At issue was
whether the material was “grossly offensive”, and “the
relevant test is the standards to be applied of an open
and just multicultural society”. Zani relied on an earlier
ruling by the House of Lords that “if a member of a
relevant ethnic minority who heard the messages would
have found them grossly offensive, it is not easy to

Elie Wiesel (left) pro-Israel propagandist and High Priest
of Holocaustianity, with Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu.

In other words, if a Jew is grossly offended by
something, the rest of “reasonable” society is required
also to regard it as “grossly offensive”.
In paragraph 111 of his judgment, Zani appears to
contradict his earlier claim that he would not be taking a
view on the truth or falsehood of ‘Holocaust history’. He
writes:
It is this court’s opinion that certain historical events
affecting members of the Jewish community as well as
comments made of certain selected Jewish individuals
(the defendant has here focused on Elie Wiesel, Otto
Frank and Irene Zisblatt) have been deliberately
portrayed in a way that members of an open and multicultural society would find particularly insulting,
upsetting and disrespectful.

Does Judge Zani believe that the Communications Act
forces Britons to hold a ‘respectful’ view of liars and
fantasists?

Columnist Christopher Hitchens dismissed Elie Wiesel in
grossly offensive terms: Judge Zani refused to explain
when and how such attacks become criminalised.

The learned Judge simply fails to answer the points made
in Mr Rushton’s defence evidence concerning (for
example) Elie Wiesel and Irene Zisblatt. Fifteen years
before he attracted Alison Chabloz’s attention, Elie Wiesel
was subjected to deliberately offensive criticism in a
widely read column by one of the world’s leading
journalists, the late Christopher Hitchens. In a column
printed under the headline ‘Wiesel Words’ in the
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American left-liberal magazine The Nation on 19th
February 2001, Mr Hitchens wrote:
Is there a more contemptible poseur and windbag than
Elie Wiesel?” The saintly Wiesel is subjected to further
pungent abuse at the hands of his fellow Jew, Prof.
Norman Finkelstein, in the latter’s book, The Holocaust
Industry, where he is accused of acting as “official
interpreter of The Holocaust… By conferring total
blamelessness on Jews, the Holocaust dogma immunizes
Israel and American Jewry from legitimate censure.

Finkelstein goes to the heart of the matter in the
following paragraph:

Apart from the frailties of memory, some Holocaust
survivor testimony may be suspect for additional reasons.
Because survivors are now revered as secular saints, one
doesn’t dare question them. Preposterous statements
pass without comment. Elie Wiesel reminisces in his
acclaimed memoir that, recently liberated and only 18
years old, ‘I read The Critique of Pure Reason – don’t
laugh!
–
in
Yiddish.’
Leaving
aside
Wiesel’s
acknowledgment that at the time ‘I was wholly ignorant
of Yiddish grammar,’ The Critique of Pure Reason was
never translated into Yiddish. …And to a New York Times
reporter, he recalls that he was once hit by a taxi in
Times Square. ‘I flew an entire block. I was hit at 45th
Street and Broadway, and the ambulance picked me up at
44th.’ ‘The truth I present is unvarnished,’ Wiesel sighs,
‘I cannot do otherwise.’

When I got to the entrance I grabbed onto the door, and
dug my fingernails into the blue wall that was still blue
from the cyclone B gas [sic]; I could smell the gas that
was still very strong.

As Dr Neander points out, there are no such blue stains
and no such gas smell – moreover the only remaining
“gas chamber” is admitted to be a postwar
reconstruction, in fact better described as a falsification
(as discovered by Prof Robert Faurisson as long ago as
1976.)
Dr Neander concludes:

It was shown that Mrs Zisblatt’s Holocaust memoir does
not stand scholarly scrutiny. As a whole, the story she
tells about her camp experience leaves the impression
that it was spiced up with ubiquitous Holocaust legends
and enriched with fragments from other survivors’
memoirs. It is so full of implausibilities that one can
understand some of those who – in a ‘worst case
scenario’ – begin to doubt everything she tells.

Yet according to Judge Zani it is “grossly offensive” and
therefore illegal to mock the absurd fantasist / liar Irene
Zisblatt, at any rate if such mockery is posted online,
thus falling within the provisions of the Communications
Act.

An even more ludicrous fantasist than Wiesel is another
Chabloz target, Irene Zisblatt, who has best been
exposed by a Polish Jewish scholar, Dr Joachim Neander.
(Again I submitted Dr Neander’s work as defence
evidence.) He writes:

Mrs Zisblatt has gone public with a dubious story, and in
a free society, she and her followers must stand scholarly
criticism of it, even if it hurts. …What if the kids, who
were deeply impressed by Mrs Zisblatt’s story, some day
reach for a scholarly book about the Holocaust or a
memoir vetted by experts and find out that things could
not have happened as told by her? …Teaching falsehood,
even with the best intentions, is always dangerous and
counterproductive.

Gideon Falter (third from right) with colleagues from CAA
and other Jewish organisations including Shomrim,
meeting the Police & Crime Commissioner of Derbyshire,
Hardyal Dhindsa.

Does this mean that ‘Holocaust denial’ has been
criminalised by the Chabloz case? In his first reaction
after the verdict, Gideon Falter (chairman of the
Campaign Against Antisemitism who had brought the
original prosecution) delightedly asserted: “This verdict
sends a strong message that in Britain Holocaust denial
and antisemitic conspiracy theories will not be tolerated.”
Yet Falter’s CAA colleague Steve Silverman quickly
contradicted his chairman, writing:
There is a misconception that the trial of Alison Chabloz
was about the criminalisation of Holocaust denial. This is
a failure to understand the depth of her offending and the
danger it presents to British Jews.

Silverman insisted:
This woman has been responsible for the vilest
outpouring of antisemitic hatred I have ever encountered.
Holocaust fantasist Irene Zisblatt: the latest court
judgment implies we must treat her lies with respect.

Dr Neander details many obvious falsehoods and
inconsistencies in Mrs Zisblatt’s story. For example, she
claimed that when she was in the Birkenau camp, the
crematorium chimneys were “spewing ashes” and that
these hot ashes fell like rain around her. Most
infamously, Mrs Zisblatt claimed that throughout her
captivity she concealed four diamonds given her by her
mother, repeatedly swallowing the diamonds and
recovering them from among her faeces in the camp
latrine.
Other absurd tales peddled by Zisblatt include her
miraculous escape from a gas chamber, and her return
visit to Birkenau in the 1990s when she claimed to have
visited a “gas chamber” –

He gave various examples of her anti-Jewish rhetoric
(strictly unrelated to ‘Holocaust’ revisionism) then
concluded:
This is not Holocaust denial; it is the use of Holocaust
denial to give people reasons to fear and hate Jews.
Alison Chabloz did this for years, obsessively and with
increasing malevolence.

One interpretation of Judge Zani’s ruling is that – entirely
regardless of historical truth or falsehood – Ms Chabloz’s
crime was to have been deliberately and callously
offensive, as a form of online revenge for having lost a
job on a cruise ship a few years ago. Having failed to
respond in any way to Mr Rushton’s defence evidence,
Judge Zani writes in para 106:
In the court’s view none of the songs complained of can
reasonably be considered to be an acceptable or
legitimate attempt by Ms Chabloz to provoke reasoned
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debate on important topics, rather each of these songs
appears to have been designed to spitefully offend others
in as grotesque and unpleasant a manner as she felt able
to achieve.

In paras 113-114 Judge Zani concludes:

The defendant has failed, by some considerable margin,
to persuade this court that her right to Freedom of
Speech, as provided by Article 10, under the guise of her
work as an artist, can properly provide her with immunity
from prosecution in relation to each of the songs
complained of. Having had the opportunity to assess the
Defendant’s live evidence during the course of these
proceedings, I am entirely satisfied that she will have
intended to insult those to whom the material relates or,
at least, that she must have recognised that there was a
risk of so doing.

CAA Patron Sir Eric Pickles, seen here with Prime Minister
Theresa May, called within hours of the Chabloz judgment
for a new law criminalising ‘Holocaust denial’.

A few hours after the judgment, the government’s chief
pro-Zionist toady Sir Eric Pickles (newly ennobled as Lord
Pickles), former Conservative Party chairman, still
chairman of Conservative Friends of Israel and official
government “envoy for post-Holocaust issues”, called for
a new law specifically criminalising ‘Holocaust denial’.

Pickles, honorary patron of the CAA, told the BBC’s
Martin Bashir that although he had previously opposed
such a law, the Chabloz case had convinced him that
there should be longer sentences for ‘Holocaust denial’.
This exposes the cynical ploy behind the entire Chabloz
case charade. A far longer sentence (up to seven years)
would have been available had Ms Chabloz (like Jez
Turner) been prosecuted under the Public Order Act, but
this would require proving that her songs were likely in
all the circumstances to stir up racial hatred.
The Communications Act allowed a far lower standard of
proof. Once the court had found that songs posted to
YouTube fell within the legal definitions of this particular
Act, all the prosecution had to prove was “gross
offensiveness”. The weasel words of the prosecution and
their witnesses, endorsed by Judge Zani, allowed the
court to evade the question of whether particular
‘Holocaust’ fables are true or false. We are thus in a very
dangerous situation.
The only clearing of this judicial fog will have to come
from a new, British based, thoroughly researched
challenge to aspects of ‘Holocaust’ history: a challenge
that is indubitably grounded in reasoned argument rather
than anything that can be easily dismissed as spiteful
abuse.

Watch this space…
[- and Germar Rudolf, here come the British to help you
with your pioneering work! – ed. AI]
http://www.heritageanddestiny.com/do-we-now-havea-holocaust-denial-law-confusion-reigns-after-chablozruling/

____________________________________________________
Alan Knutson comments on:
Mayor Who Honored Stormy Daniels Settled $500,000 Sexual Harassment Claim in 2016

28 May 2018 at
I'm not a church-goin' man but I do find it damned interesting
that every time the PTB's, the globalists, the swamp-- call it
what you will--think they have Trump by the jugular or by the
testicles and that his demise is imminent, it's almost as if there
is Divine intervention to show that his accusers and his distractors are way worse than he was or even what he was
accused of. Hollywood and the Jew Harvey Weinstein and all the
other Jews in media, the Russian investigation which is now
showing that the FBI did indeed illegally spy on Trump since the
basis for the FISA warrants were made up fabrications by
Christopher Steele to get money from the Hillary campaign, you
know, the "PeeGate Dossier", the chemical weapons false flag
events in Syria by Israel to make it look like Assad did it to get
Trump to stay there but instead he bombs the sh** out of a
worthless target after giving them--and the Russians--advanced
notice what he was going to do even though back home he
made a big deal about it and people bought it , and then
proceeded to claim victory and start pulling troops out of there
but most importantly, stopped funding the "moderate rebels"
who turned out to be ISIS in disguise. So far, Trump has done
an absolutely stellar tap dance to the stormy events that
followed the calm last fall. Pray he can keep it up.
And now this. West Hollywood homosexual mayor and male
harasser John Duran paid, or actually his city paid, a man
$500,000 for sexual harassment after admitting he had an affair
with him in the first place and then gave him a job. He is giving
symbolic "Keys of the City" to Stormy Daniels for leading the
resistance against Trump and standing up for "all that we
value?" Really? LOL !! amazing!
Like I said, not a church-goin man but sometimes there are
events in the world and the timing that go with them that kinda
makes you go, hmmm.........
********

09:24:36 ACST

Mayor Who Honored Stormy Daniels Settled
$500,000 Sexual Harassment Claim in 2016
West Hollywood Mayor John Duran, who honored porn star
Stormy Daniels last week for her role in leading the “resistance”
to President Donald Trump, faced sexual harassment claims that
led to the city paying out $500,000 on his behalf in 2016.
The Los Angeles Times reported at the time:
A former aide to West Hollywood City Councilman John Duran
who sued the city and his boss alleging sexual harassment and
wrongful punishment is set to receive $500,000 after settling
with both parties earlier this month, according to the agreement
obtained by The Times.
Under the terms of the settlement with former City Council
deputy Ian Owens, Duran and the city admitted no wrongdoing.
Duran has repeatedly denied the allegations, saying Owens did
not accuse him of harassment until he was accused of
wrongdoing himself.

Ringo H.W. Chiu / Associated Press 27 May 2018
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Duran has acknowledged that he and Owens were intimate and
that they met through Grindr. He said they became friends and
that he hired Owens because his degree in finance and
experience in hotel development and real estate made him wellqualified for the job.
Duran, now mayor of the city, escaped pressure to resign. The
accusations and settlement happened almost two years before
the “#metoo” and “Time’s Up” movements began to champion
the victims of sexual harassment and violence.
Mayor Duran declared May 23 “Stormy Daniels Day” and gave
her a symbolic key to the city. “Our values have been under
threat by the Trump administration for the past year-and-ahalf,” he said at the ceremony, praising Daniels and her
attorney, Michael Avenatti, for fighting back.
One angry member of the public actually mentioned the sexual
harassment claims against Duran at the event outside the Chi
Chi LaRue gay sex shop on Santa Monica Boulevard.

“I think it’s complete B.S.,” she said, referring to the award
ceremony, shortly before it began. “This is so ridiculous. It’s
completely hypocritical. The mayor who is giving this to her has
silenced people who have filed sexual harassment lawsuits
against him. And what connection does this woman have to the
City of West Hollywood? I would say none.”
The woman’s comments were caught on video at 4:23, below.
She added: “I’m definitely not a fan of ’45,’ however, what
happened between [Stormy Daniels] and him happened about
12 years ago, so what does it matter to me now? And I don’t
see her as a feminist leader.
*http://www.breitbart.com/california/2018/05/27/may
or-who-honored-stormy-daniels-settled-500000-sexualharassment-claim-in-2016/

________________________________________________

NSW Labor leader Luke Foley apologises
for 'white flight' comments as Pauline Hanson backs him in
By Nick Sas and Sarah Gerathy, 25 May 2018
"I said it 20 years ago," Senator Hanson said on commercial
television.
"I said there'll be places in Australia that we won't even
recognise as being Australian … I said they're forming ghettos,"
Senator Hanson said.
The Opposition Leader copped a range of feedback on social
media for the comments, from dismay to support.
He said he was not told to apologise by his colleagues in the
Labor Party, but rather qualified the comments by describing it
as an "international phenomenon".
"I think it has much more to do with class than with race," he
said.
"My focus is on more job creation and better schools and
education opportunities in our multicultural communities.
"I want no suburb and no group left behind."
Photo: New South Wales Labor Party Leader Luke Foley
has apologised for his remarks (AAP: Jeremy Piper)
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-05-24/foleyapologises-for-white-flight-comments/9796548
Opposition Leader Luke Foley has apologised for using the term
"white flight" to describe what he saw as an exodus of AngloSaxons from certain suburbs in Sydney, declaring he will not use
the term again.
Luke Foley apologises for 'white flight'
Speaking to the ABC after criticism from both sides of the
comment, saying he now knows it's offensive
political spectrum today following the comments, which made
The NSW Labor leader says his words about western
the front page of Sydney's News Corp newspaper, Mr Foley said
Sydney were taken out of context and he was referring to
he was sorry and described the term as "inappropriate".
class, not race
"I won't use the term again, some people find it offensive," he
Anne Davies@annefdavies ,Thu 24 May 2018 18.09 AEST
said.
In the story Mr Foley said "Anglo families" were being forced to
move out of struggling suburbs across Sydney, particularly in
the city's West.
Mr Foley outlined suburbs such as Fairfield where he said
governments had pushed huge intakes of refugees into regions
without matching jobs and education resources.
He said some areas were now struggling under the strain of a
wave of new refugees.
"I'm particularly concerned about suburbs around Fairfield
because they're carrying just a huge burden when it comes to
the refugee intake from Syria and Iraq," he said in the article.
"Something like three quarters of the Syrian and Iraqi refugees
are settling around Fairfield. It's alright to come up with a grand
gesture of 'we'll take 10,000 Syrian or Iraqi refugees' but
'I meant no offence': Luke Foley apologises for 'white
where's the practical assistance?"
flight' comment – video "I'm saying, what about that middle ring of suburbs that have
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=
experienced, if anything, just a slow decline. In terms of
KeLETLsS5vE
employment, in terms of white flight — where many Anglo
The New South Wales opposition leader, Luke Foley, has
families have moved out?"
apologised for using the term “white flight” to describe the
The comments were praised by One Nation leader Pauline
shifting demographics in western Sydney, saying he’s now
Hanson, who said "she had being saying this for years".
aware that it was offensive.

-------------------------------
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Speaking to Ten Eyewitness News, he said: “I won’t use that
term again. Some people find it offensive, so I apologise. I want
the entire focus to be on growing jobs and building better
schools and Tafes in these suburbs.”
Foley had been forced to defend comments made an interview
with Sydney’s Daily Telegraph, which appeared on its front page
under the headline “Stop White Flight”.
The Telegraph reported that Foley had said a “white flight” was
occurring across western Sydney with “many Anglo families”
being forced to move out of middle ring suburbs with high
migrant populations.
While Foley used those words, he did not say migrants were
“forcing out” longer term residents.
He said was simply referring to the “international phenomenon
[where] older, established residents leave certain communities
and new residents move in.”
“I meant no offence, but some people have told me today that
they find the term pretty unpalatable, so I certainly won’t use it
again, and I apologise.
The Refugee Council of Australia had earlier described the term
as “offensive” and “unhelpful”.
“This type of term doesn’t have any place in describing the
western suburbs of Sydney,” said the Refugee Council’s policy
officer, Shakufa Tahiri. “It’s an American term. It’s not relevant
to western Sydney,” she said.
In an interview with the ABC, Foley said the Telegraph had “put
their spin” on his comments.
While he agreed he used the term to the reporter, he said it was
an academic phrase and he was referring to the world-wide
phenomenon of older residents moving out as new migrants
arrived.
“This is a class issue more than a race issue. he said.
“I was and I am a supporter of the Syria and Iraq refugee
intake. These people are being slaughtered by ISIS. We can
afford to be generous. We are a rich country,” he said.
Australia has agreed to take a special intake of 10,000 refugees
from Syria in the wake of the civil war there.

“I did a 30-minute interview on western Sydney,” Foley told the
Guardian. “One point I made was that the suburbs in the middle
ring are struggling. They have a large migrant population. They
are shouldering a big load and they want more support for their
communities.”
He denied he was “dog whistling” or trying to court the One
Nation vote.
“I am the only leader in NSW to have has said I will not deal
with Pauline Hanson,” he said.
“I don’t care if they are descendants of the first fleet or arrived a
month ago,” he said. “My point was that every community
deserves good schools and TAFEs and most importantly jobs,”
he said.
Tahiri said there was a reason why migrants gravitated to
certain suburbs of Sydney. Fairfield had been a strong migrant
community for 70 years, beginning with migrants from southern
and eastern Europe, she said.
“Fairfield was a prime location because it is close to migrant
hostels. As they leave the hostels, they move to local suburbs.
When they get on their own feet they then tend to move out,”
she said.
It’s no surprise that Fairfield’s demographic is how it is,” she
said.
“White flight is very offensive,” she said.
Foley’s own seat of Auburn, in Sydney’s middle ring, is one of
the most multicultural in Sydney.
He said he did not believe his comments would damage his own
electoral standing.
“No, the community know me and know that I am a champion
of community support services,” he said.
----------Linda Burney admits interview transcript left out call for
offshore detention time limit
Read more
--------------*https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2018/ma
y/24/luke-foley-defends-white-flight-comment-butdenies-dog-whistling

___________________________________________________
'Spider-Man' of Paris climbs four storeys to rescue dangling boy

Footage shows Mamoudou Gassama, a Malian immigrant,
climbing up to a fourth-floor balcony to bring the child to safety

Paris hero climbs four-storey building to rescue dangling
child – video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBCurldzXBk
A young man has been hailed a hero after he scaled the facade
of a building to save a four-year-old child hanging from a fourthfloor balcony.
Without a thought for his own safety, Mamoudou Gassama took
just seconds to reach the child in a spectacular rescue captured
on film and viewed millions of times on social networks.
The incident took place at about 8pm on Saturday in northern
Paris.
Footage of the rescue shows Gassama, 22, pulling himself up
from balcony to balcony with his bare hands as a man on the
fourth floor tries to hold on to the child by leaning across from a
neighbouring balcony.
On reaching the fourth floor, Gassama puts one leg over the
balcony before reaching out with his right arm and grabbing the
child.
Firefighters arrived at the scene to find the child had already
been rescued.

NubiΔΠ (@Adil__Brown)
Les héros ne portent pas de cap. �� #Paris
pic.twitter.com/QrOn3YB4Q7
“Luckily, there was someone who was physically fit and who had
the courage to go and get the child,” a fire service spokesman
said.
Tracked down by reporters 24 hours after the heroic rescue,
Gassama said he had acted without thinking. “I saw all these
people shouting, and cars sounding their horns. I climbed up
like that and, thank God, I saved the child,” he said.
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“I felt afraid when I saved the child ... [when] we went into the
living room, I started to shake, I could hardly stand up, I had to
sit down,” he added.
Anne Hidalgo, the mayor of Paris, praised him on Twitter for his
“act of bravery” as well as phoning him personally to “thank him
warmly”. She referred to him as the “Spider-Man of the 18th”,
referring to the Paris district where the rescue happened.
“He explained to me that he had arrived from Mali a few months
ago dreaming of building his life here,” she said. “I told him that
his heroic act is an example to all citizens and that the city of
Paris will obviously be very keen to support him in his efforts to
settle in France,” she added.

The young man will next be honoured for his brave rescue by
French president Emmanuel Macron who has invited him to the
Elysée Palace on Monday, his office said.
Advertisement
According to initial inquiries by the authorities, the child’s
parents were not at home at the time. The father was later held
for questioning by police for having left his child unattended and
was due in court later, a judicial source said. The child’s mother
was not in Paris at the time.
*https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/may/28/s
pider-man-of-paris-climbs-four-storeys-to-rescuedangling-boy

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Meanwhile in Sweden:

Senior Citizen Faces 2 Years Jail Time For Factually Accurate Statement About Somali Immigrants’ Low IQ
By Chris Black, May 23, 2018 by IWB

Motto: In a world of universal deceit, telling the truth is a
revolutionary act. War is peace. Freedom is slavery.
Ignorance is strength-George Orwell
A sixty year old Swedish man was accused of hate-speech, an
Orwellian term that feels like home in Sweden (and other
progressive EU countries by the way) nowadays, after he made
a factually accurate statement about Somali immigrants having
low IQ. Even if his statement was technically correct and
undebatable, it is evident you can’t tell the truth in Sweden
anymore, and now this thought-criminal is facing up to 2 years
in jail after a female prosecutor named Paulina Brandberg
claimed that Somalis are a protected group of people, due to
their national origin, and most probably because white
privilege/colonialism and all that progressive crap, hence
discussing Somalis’ low IQ is now hate speech.
The sixty year old man from Kungsängen is accused of posting
on a Facebook page called “Stand up for Sweden” (this sounds
like hate speech to me by the way), let me quote: “Only every
fifth Somalis have IQ over 70”. The defendant was charged with
hate crimes by the Attunda District Court, and until now he
neither acknowledged nor denied the thought-crime.
Now, the problem is as it follows: the average IQ of Somalis is
68, which means it stands below the classification for
intellectually disabled (70). Furthermore, that means Somalis
get a diminished capacity by default if they ever found
themselves in a court law. This also means the Swedish geezer
was just telling the truth, yet the truth is no longer allowed in
Sweden. You should know there’s a strong correlation between
IQ rates and economic prosperity, i.e. the countries with the
highest median IQ are also the most prosperous. A few
examples of countries with the highest IQ rates: Singapore,
Hong Kong, South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Italy, Switzerland,
Austria, Iceland etc. It is now obvious that stating facts which
may sound (for social justice warrior activists at least) like
negative comments towards minorities or different ethnic groups

will now become hate facts, and you’ll be facing hefty fines or
jail time for speaking the truth. In Sweden and other European
countries like the UK, people are often prosecuted for hate
speech via social media posts, as they correctly correlate the
surge in immigration from the third world with exploding crime
rates.
You should also know that an IQ of 85 makes for the sweet spot
when it comes to criminal behavior. An IQ of 100 is considered
average in the West, while an IQ of 75 or below is diagnosed as
mental retardation. An IQ of 70 is the scholastic equivalent to
the third grade. And that’s the medium IQ of Somalis as per
multiple sources. Another Swedish man is now facing trial after
he correctly asserted that Sweden’s rape epidemic is mostly due
to Muslim gangs (third world shitholes immigration that is). The
same goes for Tommy Robinson who was suspended by Twitter
and persecuted by his own government (they basically bankrupt
him and painted a big target on his back) after pointing out that
UK’s crime problems (rapes, terrorism, genital mutilation,
violence, drug trafficking) are mostly due to predominantlyMuslim-third-world-immigration. A few months ago, Tommy
Robinson wrote on Twitter: “90% of grooming gang convictions
are Muslims”. He was stating a fact. And he got banned.
European courts have already ruled that the truthfulness of a
statement is no defense. Do not dare to speak any forbidden
truth, you must simply roll over in a supine position and accept
what your masters have planned for you. Your people have been
marked for destruction, you may not question this, nor speak of
it. I don’t think Somalis get that kind of time for raping Swedish
women. This old geezer is nothing less than a political prisoner;
in the west, this ought to foment a massive insurrection. Every
man in Sweden should join him, they can’t arrest them all, and
maybe then they would have at least a slim chance of saving
themselves. As it is, I fear they will never see Valhalla.
To all my progressive readers if I have one, I’d suggest you to
watch this video, maybe you’ll learn something:

What You Didn't Know About IQ
Kevin M. Beaver and Stefan Molyneux
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLolTNsnKiWVI
_-iCRUVoh0GNNCtCGi4T4&v=4Tg0ONGlk00
*http://www.investmentwatchblog.com/meanwhile-insweden-senior-citizen-faces-2-years-jailtimeforfactuallyaccurate-statement-about-somali-immigrants-low-iq/

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New book alleges Anne Frank betrayed to Nazis by Jewish collaborator
Ynet|Published: 05.26.18
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Anne Frank and her family were captured by Nazis after
being betrayed by a Jewish woman, alleged a new book
attempting to uncover the mystery of the Frank family
being found in a secret annex of an Amsterdam building
in 1944.
The Guardian newspaper reported Friday that according
to the book—titled "The Backyard of the Secret Annex"—
Dutch-Jewish collaborator Ans van Dijk reported their
hiding place. Van Dijk was executed after the Second
World War for her collusion with the Nazis, after
confessing to giving up 145 Jews, including her own
brother and his family.

A new book alleges Anne Frank and her family
were given up to the Nazis by a Jewish collaborator
(Photo: AFP)
While it had been previously claimed she was also guilty
of turning over the Frank family, the Anne Frank House
museum in Amsterdam and its research center failed to
reach any conclusion on the matter, despite studies and
a police investigation into her actions.
In his new book, however, author Gerard Kremer, 70,
claimed he has solved the mystery. Kremer's father was
a member of the anti-Nazi Dutch underground, and was
an acquaintance of van Dijk in Amsterdam. The author's
father, who died in 1978, was said to have been a
caretaker in an office building in the Dutch capital, two
floors of which were taken over by the German
authorities and the Dutch Nazi organization—the NSB—
during the Nazi occupation of The Netherlands. Kremer's
father recounted van Dijk's arrest by the Nazi intelligence
service on the first day of Easter in 1943. After her
arrest, she made frequent visits to the building, in
costume, and used telephones in the appropriated
offices. The book further outlined that Kremer overheard
talk in the Nazi offices in early August 1944 regarding
the region where Frank and her family were hiding, and
that van Dijk took part in those conversations.

Dutch-Jewish collaborator Ans van Dijk was later
executed for treason
Anne and her family members were arrested August 4,
while van Dijk left Amsterdam for The Hague. A
spokeswoman for Anne Frank House told The Guardian
that the museum contacted the book's author, but he
could provide no evidence proving van Dijk's culpability.
"We consider Gerard Kremer's book as a tribute to his
parents," she said, "based on what he remembers and
has heard. In 2016, the Anne Frank House carried out
research into the arrest of the Frank family and the other
four people in hiding in the secret annex." "Ans van
Dijk," she continued, "was included as a potential traitor
in this study. We have not been able to find evidence for
this theory, nor for other betrayal theories." After the
war and van Dijk's move to The Hague, she was arrested
at a friend's house on June 20, 1945. She was later
charged with 23 counts of treason and brought before a
special tribunal in Amsterdam, where she confessed to all
counts and was sentenced to death.

A spokeswoman for Anne Frank House said van
Dijk had been included in a list of potential traitors,
but that no conclusive evidence was found to show
she was to blame (Photo: Massimo Catarinella,
from Wikipedia)
Her subsequent attempts to appeal the verdict and
receive a royal pardon, with the claim she was merely
acting out of self preservation, failed and she was
executed by firing squad in January, 1948. The night
before her execution she was baptized and joined the
Roman Catholic Church. Simone van Hoof, a spokesman
for Lantaarn, the book's publisher, said, "We can't claim
that this is 100 percent the answer but we really do think
it is a part of the puzzle that may be able to complete
the story."
*https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L52
71436,00.html

______________________________________________________

…follow … Mark Glenn’s penetrating/perceptive
editorial comments on
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Torah Flowing Through Our Jewish
Cultural Veins

Again, as we point out here on a regular basis, those ‘truthers’–
whether it is the ‘leaders’ or the ‘readers’–who continually
hyperfocus on either the ‘Khazar’ thing and/or the ‘Talmud’
thing are trying to present a picture of reality that in fact does
not exist.
Let us say it again for emphasis– A picture of reality that in fact
DOES NOT EXIST.
Yes, the Khazars were/are real, and in the drama taking place
between the Jewish and Gentile world, they have a history worth
studying, but this ‘drama’ did not begin with them. Likewise with
the ‘Talmud–a horrible book that has contributed immensely to
the drama taking place between the Jewish and Gentile world
and a history worth studying, but this ‘drama’ did not begin with
this book either.
There are those–a depressingly high number of them in fact–
claiming to be experts on this topic who have made the ‘Khazar’
thing and ‘Talmud’ thing the smoking gun when it comes to
decoding and antidoting the Jewish problem. They go a step
further in fact and claim that today’s Jews don’t adhere to the
Torah at all, and that it is this fact–that they have divorced
themselves from the ‘holy’ teachings of the Torah–that explains
their disruptive and destabilizing effect on civilized society.
Nothing however could be further form the truth. The Torah is
the electrical outlet into which all Jewish thought patterns and
behavior are connected and is the power plant supplying the
electrical current that drives the ‘Jewish problem’, and all
anyone need do is read their own literature on any given day for
validation of this fact.
We will not solve this problem by luck, chance, or happenstance.
We will not do it by utilizing sloppy, sentimental ‘math’. The nuts
and bolts to the iron-clad machinery of Judaism that is
destroying our world will not be loosened by any wrench or tool
other than that which conforms PRECISELY to the dimensions of
the hardware that aggregately holds that piece of machinery
together and which gives it the strength that it needs to
function.
Yes, for sentimental reasons, it may feel good to bathe in the
waters of religious emotionalism and to say that ‘real’ Judaism is
nothing like the Judaism that today is rotting out the world from
within, but at the end of this terrible exercise, those who
choose–for reasons rooted in mere religious emotionalism–
fiction and fantasy over the ugly truth will be left with the awful
awareness of what their decision wrought for them personally.

********

Torah Flowing Through Our Cultural Veins
By Moshe Feiglin, 11 Sivan 5778 – May 25, 2018
If you ever go to the Jaffa flea market in the afternoon, you will
be treated to a unique experience. At a designated moment, the
peddlers stop hawking their wares, the shoppers stop inspecting
the merchandise heaped in piles on the sidewalks, and all gather
for an open-air Minchah session.
I love this marketplace prayer. It has a special grace. I always
prefer to pray with working people who stop in the middle of
their toil to praise G-d than to pray in a synagogue. When the
Torah becomes our national way of life, a culture that bursts

forth far from the walls of the study hall, it carries the whisper
of redemption on its wings.
The Scroll of Ruth that we reading on Shavuot is the story of the
Jewish people living their Torah culture in their Land. Boaz is not
a rosh yeshiva or a famous rabbi. He is a Jew who works his
land. The working people in the Scroll of Ruth remain in their
Land despite the famine and abandonment by their leaders.
They conduct themselves according to the cultural code of faith
and loving kindness that they absorbed from the Torah and that
is part of their lives.
That is also our goal – to turn our Torah into our culture.
“You know,” said one of the senior managers of the Knesset
channel after I finished an interview there, “all sorts of religious
MKs come through our studio. I am secular. I try to understand
them, but I just can’t. You are the only person with a kippah on
his head that I can understand.”
I don’t think he meant that religious MKs are not expressing
themselves with enough eloquence. I think he sensed the
connection that Zehut makes between Judaism and reality.
The Scroll of Ruth teaches us that this authentic connection
bears the secret of redemption. May we merit to bring it soon!
*****
We are watching history unfold. President Trump is leading the
world on a series of strategic changes that are truly momentous.
Prime Minister Netanyahu, a brilliant tactician, knows how to
work with him – and simultaneously with Putin – admirably.
When it comes to tactics, nobody does it better than Netanyahu.
The truly amazing events of last week reminded me of former
Prime Minister Yitzchak Shamir. In my eyes, Shamir was the
best rightist prime minister that Israel has had to date. But at
the start of the First Gulf War, Shamir acquiesced to President
Bush’s request not to retaliate against Iraq’s Scud missiles
raining down on Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. Israel’s security was
left to the U.S. and England. The Left praised Shamir for his
restraint and pragmatism.

Moshe Feiglin
And in return, we got the Oslo Accords, a deal that revived the
Palestinian Liberation Organization after it had all but died.
Why? Because any state that must be defended by others will
always have to pay a steep diplomatic price.
We salute the IDF and Prime Minister Netanyahu for their
decisive roles in the events of the past week. But we must
embark upon a strategy of triumph. If we do not do so,
President Trump will want to make “peace.” We already know
that the deal being considered involves the internationalization
of Jerusalem. Western Jerusalem to the Jews, the Holy Basin
internationalized, and eastern Jerusalem to the Arabs.
Israel had better formulate its strategy now while the golden
opportunity is at our doorstep.
*http://www.jewishpress.com/indepth/columns/moshef
eiglin/torahflowingthroughourculturalveins/2018/05/25
/

------------------------------------------------------------

The State of Israel Confronts AntiSemitism. But What Is It?
The Jewish Diaspora versus the national-policy interests of the
Jewish state: a dispatch from a confounding forum on the rise
and spread of an old hatred
ed note–a typically Jewish screed–verbose, windy, winding,
confusing, pointless and useless, but with a few very important
takeaways that all Gentiles need to consider for reasons rooted
in their own survival–
Ron Lauder, president of the World Jewish Congress is quoted
saying thus–
‘Anti-Semitism is as old as the Torah and as modern as
the internet.’
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Wow, talk about a mouthful. Lauder, whether realizing it or not,
answers in a mere 8 words the (seemingly eternal) question
which Jews, Hebrews, She-brews, Israelites, Khazars, Zionists–
whatever semantic combination of letters, vowels, consonants,
syllables and sounds we want to use in describing them–have
been asking now for thousands of years but which they seem
unable (unwilling) to rationally study and then answer for
themselves.
As Lauder accurately states, hatred of the non-Gentile (the Jew)
was born simultaneously with the birth of the Torah, which is, in
effect, that ‘big bang’ that created Judaism and thus Jews.
Now, this is of vital importance for several reasons, a few of
which we lay out here as follows–
1. Indeed, the Torah is the bedrock of Judaic identity, despite
the emotionally-based counter-assertions which certain ‘experts’
make, i.e. that the Torah–which these experts claim is a ‘holy’
book–was cast away in favor of the Talmud, which these same
experts (rightly) claim is an evil book. Nothing could be further
from the truth however, as anyone who studies all of this
rationally will plainly see that the two works of religious
literature do not run counter to each other but rather act as the
right and left legs on a person who utilizes each of them
alternately in propelling himself forward.
and–
2. That it is the teachings contained within the Torah that have
created the Judaic mindset and the behavior that must
inevitably flow from that mindset that then results in Gentile
backlash that is inaccurately referred to as ‘anti-Shemitism’.
Now, the obvious question that needs exploring is as follows–If
Lauder has figured out the fact that ‘anti-Shemitism’ was born
simultaneously with the birth of the Torah, why does not he–as
well as all his fellow gang members–just finally come to grips
with the fact that it is Judaism itself that is to blame for the
fever of ‘anti-Shemitism’ that has risen up in the body politic
over the millenia that has resulted in ‘Joosih suffrink’ in the form
of pogroms, expulsions, and–as no one is allowed to forget for a
microsecond–the ‘Hollerco$t’?
Simple–because the teachings contained within the Torah–
forming the basis as it were of Judaism and of the Judaic
mindset–are a drug of sorts for their adherents. Through its
‘chosen people’ paradigm, it is a form of ‘Kristol Meth’ that
inflates and feeds the ego while at the same time giving license
to every form of criminality known to be such by any civilized
standard
throughout
human
history.
Being
after
all
GAAAAAAWD’S chosen people who have been commanded by
this god–yahweh–to steal, lie, murder, dispossess and despoil
the non-Hebrew, the non-Israelite, the non-Jew, the nonKhazar–again, whatever semantic combination of letters,
vowels, consonants, syllables and sounds we want to use in
labeling these addicts–it is the ultimate ‘get out of jail free card’
whereby the thief, the liar, the murderer, the bandit and the
exploiter is set loose again on the Gentile street to continue on
with his religiously-mandated life of crime.
Put another way, ‘anti-Shemitism’ is as complicated in
understanding and explaining as is ‘anti-Mosquitoism’. The
mosquito is by its very nature an irritating, annoying parasite
that lives off of the blood of other living organisms, contributes
nothing to the cycle of life other than being food for bats, has no
means of feeding or sustaining itself other than by its parasitical
activities and leaves in the wake of its theft an itchy bite

reminding the bloodletted of what took place against his or her
own will.
And likewise with the junkies of Judaism. They are, have been,
and always will be a plague upon any society in which they dwell
and who–in inflicting the various bites upon the Gentile body
politic, never come to rational grips with the fact that in each
and every instance they have been SWATTED for their parasitic
behavior that the two actions–biting and swatting–go as much
hand in hand with each other as Lauder’s statement concerning
‘anti-Shemitism’ being as old as the Torah itself.
The other item worth close study in this piece is the role that the
diaspora plays in sustaining the Mosquito brotherhood cult
worldwide, and particularly the manner by which those living in
the nest require cohesion amongst their scattered brethren
around the globe in order to better facilitate the flow of Gentile
resources back to ‘home, sweet home’ in the Middle East.

***

The State of Israel Confronts Anti-Semitism.
But What Is It?
The Jewish Diaspora versus the national-policy
interests of the Jewish state: a dispatch from a
confounding forum on the rise and spread of an old
hatred
By Armin Rosen, May 21, 2018 • 9:30 PM
“Without power you are dead in the world,” said Dan Meridor,
former deputy prime minister and minister of intelligence and
atomic energy of the State of Israel, to a worldwide assembly at
Jerusalem’s International Convention Center recently. “Nobody
learned this more than the Jews.”
The history of Jewish power and powerlessness can be glimpsed
above and below ground at the convention center, site of the
6th Global Forum for Combating Antisemitism. The bathrooms
are in a below-grade hallway next to the kilns of the 10th
Roman Legion, the waist-high remains of which were discovered
during the complex’s construction in the 1950s. Standing before
these last pathetic fragments of the Roman army that burned
the Judean capital and cast the Jewish people into 1,950-odd
years of exile, attendees could be reminded of the long history
of the matter at hand, along with one possible remedy to the
problem—or maybe the only remedy. One of the better
articulations of what more than 2,000 people were doing in
Jerusalem instead of, say, Ottawa, came from Israeli TV
presenter Tamar Ish-Shalom, who hosted the opening night
festivities on March 19: “The defeat of anti-Semitism is one of
the top foreign-policy priorities of Israel,” she read from a
teleprompter.
As the only Jewish country in the world, Israel is in the unique
position, and believes it has a unique responsibility, to help cure
humankind of one of its oldest and deadliest hatreds. “AntiSemitism has played an integral role in the development of
western civilization,” Charles Small, the executive director of the
Institute for the Study of Global Antisemitism and Policy,
accurately pointed out to me. An animating if largely unspoken
premise of the Forum is that Israel must therefore fight antiSemitism as a matter of national purpose, not just for the
protection of the world’s Jews but for the benefit of all
humankind.
The Forum covered three days of speeches and panels, and
featured everyone from the Roman nuncio in Jerusalem to
Mayim Bialik. “Hatikva” was never played, and the messaging
was admirably chaotic by the standards of any state-sponsored
confab—but it was still unavoidably an Israeli government
event. “Israel functions in the international environment as a
state actor. And that means that we’re bumping into these
issues all the time,” Akiva Tur, the head of Israel’s Foreign
Affairs Ministry’s Bureau for World Jewish Affairs and World
Religions pointed out. “I think we understand that it’s our job to
be concerned.”
Yet the existence of a Jewish state only provides the means to
hold such a conference without explaining why that country
would think it has an obligation to hold one. A Jewish state could
take the following attitude toward anti-Semitism: It is the
Diaspora’s problem, and if Jews want safety from the world’s
ineradicable hatred, they should just come here, to the sole
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Jewish country on earth. Conversely, a Jewish state could make
anti-Semitism the bottom line of its international relations,
navigating each dilemma on the basis of whether a given
outcome is ultimately good for far-flung Jewish communities. It
could decide that assuring the safety of Israeli communities near
the Gaza border, for example, was less important than the
safety of Jews abroad, who might be targeted by rioters and
terrorists who are purposefully bent on exacting a price for
Israeli government actions against Palestinians. It could, but it
won’t.
The question of Israel’s proper place in the fight against antiSemitism might also seem pointlessly abstract in light of present
dangers in the Diaspora: From the streets of Berlin to the
fortress-like synagogues of France to Poland’s Holocaust law to
the chanting and carnage in Charlottesville, Virginia, antiSemitism is a live issue, more present in the psyches and
experiences of more Jews in more places than it has been in
decades. Israel has to do something, right?
“We are the Jewish state. We are the only Jewish state,” Ran
Yaakoby, the director of the Foreign Affairs Ministry’s
Department for Combating Antisemitism, told me. He suggested
that Israel’s historical experience, so different from that of any
other Jewish community that’s ever existed, was part of what
made the fight against anti-Semitism an Israeli responsibility.
“We see it as a raison d’être of the State of Israel to bring any
Jew in distress to this country—this is how we came to be. And
there are still Jews in distress.”
Israel has to do something, surely. But do something about
what? The Forum’s panels and plenaries were an almostencyclopedic exploration of what Jews are freaking out about
nearly everywhere on the planet. Going by the three days of the
Forum, the causes—many of them debatable, and some not—
include Austria’s Freedom Party, Hungary’s Jobbik, France’s
National Front, Donald Trump, Mahmoud Abbas, Jeremy Corbyn,
the alt-right, the far left, the BDS movement, ISIS, Hamas,
Iran,
Hezbollah,
college
students,
various
Protestant
denominations, Muslim immigrants to Europe, intersectionality,
Islamophobia, Louis Farrakhan, the Women’s March, Linda
Sarsour, and animal rights activists who oppose kosher
slaughter. More than once, I was reminded of a classic Mr. Show
sketch where characters in a horror film bicker over whether it’s
a curse or a monster or a ghost that’s menacing them. “Please
everyone,” a fedora-clad Bob Odenkirk pleads amid screams and
thunderclaps, “we must know what it is we’re supposed to be
afraid of.”
An ingathering of nearly an entire Jewish world’s worth of alarm,
the Forum provided a similar wealth of options, along with an
equally poignant absence of answers. It managed to both
encapsulate and somehow evade every current Jewish anxiety,
and in the process showed how the pressures of the moment
are atomizing a Jewish world that can’t agree on the contours of
the very real crisis that now confronts it.

***

During the opening reception for the Forum, robed sheikhs from
Nazareth glad-handed with representatives from Israel’s chief
rabbinate. In one corner of the hall, Alkas Cakmak, whose beard
was twisted into a single tuft and who revealed himself to be a
proud disciple of the Turkish cult leader Adnan Oktar, boasted to
me that his teacher had “over one million Muslim youth
viewers,” along with “over three million book downloads. … We
openly advocate that the Temple should be rebuilt on the
Temple Mount … he reads the Torah on-air.” I then found myself
sitting in one of the convention center’s main halls alongside a
Catholic priest, who gave me an impromptu lesson in
confession. One should never prod people to confess, he
explained; confession must be their choice alone. “Only prod
when they confess other people’s sins.” Onstage, a weird
interpretive dance ensued, with four performers entangled in a
single long sheet, which was either blue or white or maybe an
Israeli flag depending on how the light hit it. The words “the
dance of connection” appears in my notes, for reasons I cannot
exactly recall.
This vision of comity was thrillingly broken as soon as the forum
kicked off. Akiva Tor read a 30-second statement from Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who was originally
scheduled to attend but was too sick to make it or maybe just

didn’t want to be there. Instead, there was Ron Lauder, the
president of the World Jewish Congress, who had warned of “the
possible demise of a two-state solution” and related possible
demise of Israeli democracy in a recent New York Times op-ed.
Before Lauder the crowd heard from Naftali Bennett, Israel’s
charismatic minister of Diaspora affairs and a global boogeyman
for people who feign concern over the country’s rightward shift.
“Ron, I read your column in the New York Times. Not a great
piece,” Bennett began. Lauder, who spoke directly after Bennet,
did not respond in kind. “Before I start, Naftali, we may disagree
on many things but when it comes to Jewish life and fighting
anti-Semitism and what it means to be a Jew, we are 100
percent there and the Jews of the Diaspora are with you 100
percent, thank you.” Anti-Semitism, Lauder continued, “is
as old as the Torah and as modern as the internet.”
But back to Bennett’s speech, which was memorable and
frighteningly substantive. In contrast to Lauder, Bennett
articulated a dazzlingly simple theory of Jewish history,
communicated with a directness that made his theory sound like
an unquestionable law of existence. “The Jews came to fight
with us, to fly our planes when we didn’t know how to, to
procure equipment,” Bennet said, describing Israel’s violent and
lonely early years. “Now, it’s our turn to give back.” Israel “has
taken upon itself a mission to strengthen the Jews of the world.”
While Jews in Israel are powerful and secure, Bennett explained,
the Jews of the Diaspora are weak. “What keeps me up at night
is not the enemies on our borders,” he said. “What keeps me up
at night is the future of the Jews abroad.” Even a worldwide
menace like the BDS movement wasn’t dangerous because of
how it might threaten Israel, Bennett explained. It had to be
fought primarily for the benefit of Jews abroad. “The BDS
movement to injure and harm Israel’s economic interests is
losing. Israel is winning,” Bennett pointed out. But the BDS-ers
are “looking for the weakest link,” i.e., Diaspora Jews on college
campuses or other mono-culturally liberal settings who, out of
apathy, fear, or active sympathy, are more than happy to shrug
off the boycott movement’s “anti-Zionist” hectoring. The real
reason you’re here, Bennett seemed to say to Diaspora Jews in
the audience, is because we’ve eclipsed you, and because we
are succeeding where you are beginning to fail. You have helped
us, but now we are going to help you—and if we disagree on
what “help” means, then the best we can offer is that we’ll listen
to you. If we don’t like what you have to say, we can also sneer
at you, even if you’re Ron Lauder.

***

The Israeli minister of Diaspora affairs and the head of the
World Jewish Congress are strange mirror images of one
another: They each claim to work in the general interest of all
the world’s Jews, but from opposite ends of one of the defining
fault lines in Jewish life.The next day, in the most dramatic
moment of the Forum, you could once again see the two blocs,
Israelis and Diaspora Jews, eyeing each other across an uneasy
and growing chasm.
Day two featured panels about “Countering Antisemitism
Through E-Learning,” and “The Persistence of Christian
Theological Antisemitism.” At various sessions, I learned that
there is, in fact, an entire anti-Semitism bureaucracy, a kind of
miniature Jewish version of the misogyny bureaucracy
celebrated during the annual Commission on the Status of
Women, or the arms-control bureaucracy that lauds its own
dizzying accomplishments during the twice-a-decade review
conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Both of
those events are held at the United Nations’ New York
headquarters, which is like a secular Rome, or maybe the airport
outside Rome.
Jerusalem is not the United Nations. It is not a place for
napping. The weight of each and every occasion is undeniable,
down to the fine print.
There is apparently a working definition of anti-Semitism
formulated by the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance that a handful of governments have officially adopted.
Jew-hatred can be mapped and plotted, and the social science of
anti-Semitism has yielded some intriguing insights. As Charles
Small told me, a recent poll of 10,000 people from 10 European
countries showed that “levels of anti-Semitism and Israel-
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bashing are relatively low. But Israel-bashers were 13 times
more likely to be anti-Semites.”
In theory, hate should be simple to recognize, and it should be
easy for a religious or ethnic or racial group to figure out who its
enemies are. But reality isn’t always so obliging—at least not to
the Jews. According to opinion surveys using standard political
science methodologies, it turns out that most people are not
anti-Semitic and pay little actual attention to Jews, even in
countries that we’ve become accustomed to thinking of as
trouble spots. “The majority of Brits are not anti-Semitic,”
Michael Whine, the head of international relations for Britain’s
Community Security Trust told me, and added that studies
showed only 2 to 5 percent of his countrymen held hardcore
anti-Semitic views. “They don’t care very much about Jews and
they don’t think very much about Jews. It’s not on their
horizon.” Jewish life was thriving in the land of Corbyn and
Brexit, Whine argued. “We’re a community that’s increasing in
size after years of diminution. We educate 60 percent of our kids
in Jewish day schools.”
Hungary is another country where things look ominous from the
outside. Viktor Orbán, Hungary’s populist leader, is a right-wing
demagogue of the kind that usually turns his attentions to the
Jews sooner or later. In the run-up to Hungary’s election, which
took place a few weeks after the Forum, Orbán had overseen
the construction of 4,500 billboards across the country attacking
the financier and Orbán critic George Soros, thereby turning a
Jew—also an international financier—into his government’s top
public enemy. Yet from the inside, things really aren’t so bad,
according to András Heisler, the president of the Hungarian
Jewish community. “The government is very positive to Israel,”
he told me, describing Hungary, like Britain, as a “vibrant
community,” which had recently gotten critical government
assistance in constructing a new $12 million medical facility in
Budapest. “I think that Orbán is not anti-Semitic and the
Hungarian government is not anti-Semitic. This is very
important. But the fact of this campaign [against Soros], this is
perhaps anti-Semitic,” Heisler conceded. “We brought a letter to
the prime minister and we asked to stop this campaign. But the
campaign is going.”
The ambiguous state of things in Britain and Hungary, and the
equally fraught question of how and whether Jews from the
outside should try to help seemingly imperiled communities,
points to the uncertainties of what is commonly agreed to be an
upswing in anti-Semitism—in other people’s countries, at least.
Yet the discourse around racism and anti-Semitism also often
underrates how fluid hatred can be in practice. Hate can be
defined and tracked, but before it becomes operative in the real
world—before it metastasizes into a political or historical force—
bigotry and conspiratorial thinking is locked within individual
minds, a set of inchoate impulses and hazy mental sets waiting
to be stoked into a public contagion. “Red lines are really being
pushed into the middle of society,” Felix Klein, the special
representative for relations with Jewish organizations for the
government of Germany, where the nationalist Alternative für
Deutschland went from having no seats to being the thirdlargest party in parliament during last year’s federal election,
fretted to me. “When politicians say, ‘We should be proud of all
the successes of German soldiers in World War II,’ that’s
something no one would have dared to say 10 years ago.”
The second plenary session on day two, titled “Antisemitism and
the Rise of Far-Right Parties in Europe: Defining the Threat and
Means of Response,” focused on dangers from radical
nationalists and neo-fascists. Jewish Agency chairman and
refusenik icon Natan Sharansky warned of “rising parties in
Europe, and in America by the way—forces that say they like
Israel but have problems with Jewish communities.” In
Sharansky’s view, “we must be absolutely, clearly against these
forces.” Shlomo Avineri, a Hebrew University professor and
former director-general of Israel’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
characterized the dilemma facing Israel and Diaspora Jewish
communities even more starkly. “Not everybody who likes Israel
likes Israel because of Israel or because of Jews,” he said.
“Many people support Israel because they think that we are
fighting Islam.”
Ariel Muzicant, a vice president of the European Jewish Congress
and a prominent figure in the Austrian Jewish community, then

joined Avineri and Dan Meridor onstage. Muzicant reviewed the
extensive ties between the far-right Freedom Party (FPO), which
is now the third-largest in Austria’s parliament, and various
Nazi-adjacent fraternal organizations. At the end of the
presentation, a viewer was left with little doubt that the FPO’s
leaders have alarming fascist sympathies and that their success
is highly concerning. The Israeli government currently boycotts
the FPO—“We’re the only country in the world that’s not talking
to the Freedom Party,” Tur pointed out to me. “The only one.”
But there are voices in Israel, Muzicant explained, who believe
in engaging them. “Some of the members of Israeli politics are
pulling the carpet from under our feet,” he said, to a smattering
of applause. “The prime minister of Israel has talked about
changing the pattern of not to have contacts with these
ministers from the party.”
Muzicant then delivered his real message, which was related to
the horribleness of the FPO but had implications beyond one
particular group of Nazi enthusiasts. “I’m asking, who are we?
What is happening in Israel? Don’t we see what’s going on?
These ministers need the hechsher [approval] of the Jews. And
if they can’t get the hechsher of the Jews in Europe, they need
the hechsher of the Jews in Israel.” He pleaded with the Israeli
officials present “not to be bought by simple realpolitik.”
As Muzicant implied, the debate about the FPO was one
manifestation of a broader problem. The Austrian far-rightists
occupy the extreme side of a spectrum that includes Marine Le
Pen, Geert Wilders, Vladimir Putin, Viktor Orbán, and, inevitably,
Donald Trump. In each instance, Israel and the Jews have to
contend with political forces hostile to local communities (or at
least widely perceived as such) but too powerful or politically
useful for a small and embattled country like Israel to ignore.
Because it’s especially hateful, the FPO is a crucial test for
whether Israel stands for the Jews or only for narrow national
interests, the panelists agreed. “It’s not only a matter of cynical
cheshbon, calculation, whether it’s good for me or bad for me,”
Meridor said of the FPO and related dilemmas. “If we don’t stand
for these basic values, what are we? It’s not about European
Jews. It’s about Israel. What country are we?”
Amazingly, they opened the floor for questions. An
extraordinary outpouring of anxieties followed.
“Why aren’t we talking about Nazis in Ukraine?” a vehement
middle-aged man bellowed in broken English—he would
interrupt a number of other sessions, and his borderline
derangement always had me wondering at the source and
meaning of his pain.
“Why aren’t we talking about anti-Semitism in South Africa?”
another questioner asked.
“What about the Muslims, who are the real drivers of antiSemitism in Europe?” another alleged.
“How about the Arab parties in Israel, or Abu Mazen?”
“What about Donald Trump?” an audience member wondered.
During our interviews, none of the Israeli government
organizers of the conference would breathe a word to me about
the U.S. president, although onstage Avineri acknowledged that
“the Trump presidency is not an easy challenge for Jews and
Israelis.”
The audience members had a point, sort of. I had a few “what
about” questions of my own. Over the course of the three-day
conference, I had heard almost nothing about the Gulf states’
long-standing promotion of anti-Semitism. “I hear you,”
Yaakoby told me when I raised the issue of Gulf-funded antiSemitism with him. “But now I ask to turn around and look and
see who’s standing behind you. There’s a rabbi, and there’s an
imam, and this is my answer.” I turned around. There was
indeed an imam and a rabbi conversing nearby. “If you choose
to be on the dark side, to hate, gezundheit, what can I tell you?”
Yaakoby continued. “But if you choose to dialogue and to look
for ways and paths, you have them here, in Jerusalem.” Evading
the Islamist character of some non-insignificant part of modernday anti-Semitism is a matter of political decorum and basic
decency for a country with a large Muslim minority and key
allies throughout the Islamic world. Yet just as obviously, it is a
diplomatic untruth.
More irritating was the total absence of any discussion, from
what I could tell, of the anti-Haredi bigotry that constitutes
some of the most frequent and worrying yet completely ignored
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anti-Semitism in the democratic world. During a single week in
April, three Jewish men were assaulted in the Brooklyn
neighborhood of Crown Heights, the home of the Chabad Hasidic
movement; in 2017, the village of Bloomingburg in New York
state paid $2.9 million in damages after it became clear that
local government was conspiring to keep out a Haredi residential
development. Because the Haredim are the most obviously
Jewish people on earth, they are frequent victims of antiSemitism and a warning signal about the presence of
submerged bigotries. Anti-Haredi incidents expose the limits of
even a very tolerant society’s philo-Semitism. And yet the
specific problem received no special treatment, or even a single
mention at the Forum.
Is it even possible for the Jewish world, and the Jewish state, to
reach any kind of consensus on anti-Semitism? The same forces

that made the Forum possible also make these questions
impossible to resolve. Israeli state power can put anti-Semitism
on the global agenda. But the moral and political imperatives of
a state will always be different from those of Jewish
communities that are often powerless, precarious, or dying.
*https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2018/05/27/thestate-of-israel-confronts-anti-semitism-but-what-isit/#more-187806
*http://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-news-andpolitics/262247/global-anti-semitism
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Russian Oligarch Abramovich Becomes Israeli Citizen
May 28, 2018 19:31 GMT

Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich, the owner of
Britain’s Chelsea soccer team, has become an Israeli
citizen, just a month after Britain delayed the renewal of
his British visa in the midst of diplomatic tensions
between London and Moscow.
Abramovich, who is Jewish, was able to exercise his right
under Israel’s Law of Return to obtain Israeli citizenship.
That law states that Jews from anywhere in the world
can become Israeli citizens.
With an estimated worth of about $11.5 billion,
Abramovich became Israel’s wealthiest person when he
received his citizenship on May 28 after arriving at Tel
Aviv’s Ben Gurion airport in a private jet.
Israel’s Interior Ministry said Abramovich applied at the
Israeli Embassy in Moscow and was found eligible for
citizenship after proving his Jewish heritage.

Britain has said it would take a tougher approach on
Russian oligarchs in the country after the poisoning of
former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia
in Salisbury in March.
The British government has accused Russia of carrying
out the attack, which Moscow denies.
It was not immediately clear if there was a direct link
between Britain’s harder line on Russian oligarchs and
Abramovich’s visa delay.
Abramovich owns a $23 million mansion in Tel Aviv.
Based on reporting by AP, Reuters, and The Telegraph
*https://www.rferl.org/a/russian-oligarch-abramovichbecomes-israeli-citizen/29255697.html
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What Happened to Yad Vashem’s Picture of
Haj Amin Al-Husseini and Hitler?
Jewish Press News Desk | 7 Sivan 5778 – May 21, 2018

Amin al-Husseini meeting with Adolf Hitler –
28 November 1941.

On November 28, 1941, Haj Amin Al-Husseini, the
Mufti of Jerusalem, met with Adolf Hitler. At that
meeting, the Mufti thanked Hitler for supporting the
“elimination of the Jewish national home,” and let
Hitler know that “the Arabs were Germany’s natural
friends because they had the same enemies as had
Germany, namely the English, the Jews, and the
Communists.”
A rumor began spreading last night, started by an
article in Maariv, that the famous picture of that
meeting has been hanging in the halls of Yad
Vashem — and that Yad Vashem had quietly taken
the photo down for political reasons. It caused a
wildfire of anger among Israelis, and quite a bit of
excitement and concern within the halls of Yad
Vashem.
The JewishPress.com sent out an inquiry to Yad
Vashem, as well as inquiries through informal
channels at Yad Vashem, and have determined that
the rumor is false.
The unofficial channels told us that the famous
photo of Amin Al-Husseini and Hitler was never

hung up at Yad Vashem in the first place, so Yad
Vashem could not have quietly taken it down.
So to answer the question, what Happened to Yad
Vashem’s Picture of Haj Amin Al-Husseini and
Hitler? The answer is apparently, absolutely
nothing. JewishPress.com was told that other
pictures of Amin Al-Husseini are still there.
Update: JewishPress.com received an official
response from Yad Vashem:
“In contrast to the recent reports, there has been
no change to the Yad Vashem’s Holocaust History
Museum exhibit on the Haj Amin al-Husseini, the
Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, more than 10 years ago!
Yad Vashem adamantly reject the baseless
statements that it is politically influenced in its
considerations and decisions of how to present the
historical narrative of the Holocaust with regards to
the museum’s display or any other action within its
sphere of responsibility.”
*http://www.jewishpress.com/news/jewishnews/holoc
aust/what-happened-to-yad-vashems-picture-of-hajamin-al-husseini-and-hitler/2018/05/21/
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